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Introduction 

1. The Expert Group Meeting on the Development of Design Capabilities in 
Developing Countries was held in Vienna from 11 to 15 May 1970, under the 
sponsorship of the United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO). 
Its purpose was threefold: (a) to discuss the important problems of increasing 
creative possibilities in engineering design and the production of prototypes; (b) to 
exchange experience in the establishment of design centres in the developing 
countries; and (c) to work out recommendations and guidelines for decision on the 
future development of design capabilities and the production of prototypes of 
engineering products, machinery and equipment in developing countries. 

2. The meeting was attended by experts from both developing and developed 
countries and by representatives of international organizations. The participants are 
listed in annex 1 to the present report. 

3. Mr. O. Soskuty, Chief of the Engineering Industries Section of the Industrial 
Technology Division of UNIDO, served as Director of the meeting. Mr. A. F. Hussein 
(UAR) was elected as Chairman and Mr. E. F. Gibian (United States) as 
Vice-Chairman. Mr. N. Krainov (UNIDO) served as Technical Secretary, and Mr. B. T. 
Turner (UK) as Rapporteur, assisted by the following as members of the Drafting 
Committee: Mr. A. K. De (India), Mr. N. I. 0. Ero (Nigeria) and Mr. R. Orovic 
(UNIDO). The Chairman and Vice-Chairman served on the Drafting Committee ex 
officio. 

ix 
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I   THE IMPORTANCE 
OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF DESIGN 

CAPABILITIES 

4. Engineering and industrial design1 are indispensable for creating, promoting 
and maintaining industry in any country. Without viable designs industry will not 
flourish in a developed country and will never become established in a developing 
one. Design is the link between science and technology; it seeks to transform 
knowledge and ideas into economic goods. 

5. The nature of the design process is such that it is set in motion either by the 
conscious identification of a need by a customer, the proposal of an engineer or 
scientist for the application of a new scientific advance, or the recognition by an 
engineer or businessman of a requirement for the creation of a new product. 

6. The desiyi process has three basic phases. The first involves the creative 
thinking and analytical effort of visualizing the final product. There follows the 
conversion of the data available into the proposed design. Finally, in the 
communication phase, the design intent and its solutions are transmitted to those 
who will execute the project. New ideas, new data and information are continually 
being created during this process. 

7. Virtually every engineering design cycle involves repeated attempts at a 
solution th.ough trial and error. Design problems are often ambiguous and 
open-ended. Figure 1, which gives a diagram of the design process, indicates that the 
designer's first task is to delineate the project in as specific and quantitative a fashion 

By engineering and industrial design, the following definitions are understood: 
engineering design is a creative activity concerned with the origination or modification of 

.«     f ' •rtic'*' lncludin« ,he accompanying ret*arch, development and testing, resulting in 
spec fications, working drawings, pilot models and prototypes, and in data and instructions to 
facilitate manufacture. In the end, the design must be acceptable to the consumer and may need 
to be modified from time to time to satisfy current market demands. 

Industrial design is also a creative activity, the aim of which is to determine the form of 
objects produced by industry. "Form" in this sense concerns not merely external features but 
principally those structures and functional relationships that convert a system or product into a 
coherent unity. 

The present report uses the word "design" to embrace both the above definitions. A fuller 
discussion of engineering and industrial design is presented in the following chapter. 
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Figure I.     The design process 

at possible. The specifications serve as guidelines for the activity to follow and as 
criteria for judging the degree of success that has been achieved when the final design 
is completed. 

8. The designer must then outline a concept, usually in the form of a rough 
configuration. This is the creative phase. The concept must then be evaluated 
analytically. The process described does not generally occur in a simple, sequential 
fashion. Manufacturing considerations overlap the conceptual and analytical stages. 
And at each subsequent step it is possible that prior decisions may have to be 
changed and a new sequence initiated. Having executed the design for a given 
concept or configuration, the designer may choose a different concept and repeat the 
process. In any case, the over-all process is highly repetitive, involving loops within 
loops, and the designer's most important tasks are to establish the sequences of loops 
and to control the process of repetition. 

9. Inevitably, in the early stages of the industrialization of a developing country it 
must rely principally on the developed countries for the means of production. 
However, once plants for manufacture have been established, the developing country 
will feel the need to introduce new ideas or to modify existing equipment to suit the 
natural inclinations, habits, customs and circumstances of its people. At this stage the 
developing country requires experienced designers. If such personnel have not been 
identified, trained and developed, further help must be sought from the developed 
countries. 

10. It is vital that the development and training of designers be simultaneous with 
the inauguration of an industry. Competent design work is slow and often costly; 
much planning and care is necessary to develop indigenous designers and design 
teams and time is required to train them. Future key indigenous designers must begin 
by gaining an insight into the design process, working backwards from existing 
products supplied by developed countries. 
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The present position in the developing countries 

11. The countries of Africa. Asia and Latin America that have followed the road of 
independent development are striving to organize and expand their national 
industries, establishing enterprises by their own efforts and with the assistance of 
other countries. 

12. The material and technical base for the state-owned sector of these countries 
cannot be developed successfully without training native workers in the skills needed 
for the creation of their own national mechanical-engineering, machine-tool and 
other industries that are vital to the development of the national economies. 

13. Some of the countries of Asia and the Middle East (Afghanistan. Burma, the 
Khmer Republic. India, Iran, Iraq, the Lebanon. Pakistan, the Philippines and 
Yemen), despite various difficulties, have increased capital investments for the 
development of the mechanical-engineering, machine-tool (notably in India), 
metalworking and oil-extracting industries and metallurgy as well as for the 
production of agricultural machinery and spare parts and electrical power equipment. 
Measures have been taken in these countries for the creation of repair shops to keep 
equipment in good condition as well as for the development of domestic industry. 
Such measures illustrate the efforts of these countries to obtain economic 
independence, and, incidentally, they prove a lead into design work. 

14. Some countries of Africa (Algeria, Cameroon, Ghana, Guinea, the Ivory Coast, 
Mali, Morocco, the Sudan, the United Arab Republic) have started to develop their 
own machine-tool industries, and in the United Arab Republic the production of 
metal tubes, railway rolling stock, automobiles, tractors, various types of agricultural 
machinery and consumer goods (such as bicycles, radio sets and plastic articles) has 
been attempted. 

15. These countries are thus creating the foundations for modern economies, but 
further development and improvement are required. Profound contrasts exist 
between the abundance of natural resources and the extreme backwardness of 
productive forces in much of Africa. 

16. Of total world mineral resources, African countries mine 90 percent of the 
diamonds marketed. 81 per cent of the cobalt, 62 per cent of the platinum, 70 per 
cent of the gold. 50 per cent of the magnesium and chromium. 36 per cent of the 
manganese and 32 per cent of the copper. Africa produces 66 per cent of the world 
production of cocoa, 66 per cent of the sisal. 95 per cent of ground nuts, and 25 per 
cent of the coffee beans and cotton of the world. There are rich reserves of coal, oil 
and iron ore. At the same time, Africa contributes only 2 per cent of the total 
industrial output of the world's market economies. 

17. Some of the countries of Latin America (Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil. Chile, 
Colombia, Ecuador, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela) have developed ferrous 
metal and machine-tool industries, electric power and heavy engineering industries, 
lifting, transport and road-building machinery, non-ferrous metal, motor-car and 
tractor industries and other branches of engineering production. Although the 
countries of Latin America are now more advanced industrially than most Asian and 
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African countries, their further industrialization proceeds slowly. What is required is 
the rapid development of national mechanical-engineering, metalworking and 
industrial branches. 

IS. Industrialization is the key factor in the economic development of the 
developing countries. The United Nations considers it most important for these 
countries to develop metalworking industries and. in particular, to establish national 
branches of machine-building and tool production and to manufacture 
general-purpose machinery, woodworking and other equipment necessary to their 
economies. It is also of great importance for the developing countries to participate 
in foreign trade. 

I1). The countries of Africa. Asia and Latin America must at the same time solve 
the problem of producing spare parts for repairing and maintaining the machines and 
equipment employed in the various industrial branches. 

20. The branches of machine-tool and metalworking industries to be created will 
require the further specialization of production, extending into the manufacture of 
universal tools and fasteners (bolts, nuts, screws and the like), and this output will in 
turn make it necessary to produce metal castings and forgings, as well as to assure the 
co-operation of the separate branches and encourage an exchange of information 
among them on economic and technical problems. 

21. Without access to the modern scientific and technical achievements of the 
developed countries, the developing countries would be unable to accelerate their 
industrialization. And this would widen further the economic gap between the 
developed and the developing countries. 

22. The problem of transferring technology to the developing countries is therefore 
of great immediate importance. The developing countries must be able to make 
flexible use of the technology acquired, to adapt it to local conditions or to develop 
it to meet their present and future needs. 

23. The solution to the problem of transferring technology to these countries can 
be arrived at not only through understanding the reasons for the existing lack of 
technological information or means to purchase it. but also by analysing the 
possibilities for creating a scientific and technological infrastructure that would 
enable them to mobilize their resources and develop their own production. Such an 
infrastructure would also permit the introduction of production methods based on 
modem scientific ard technical achievements as well as the means for carrying out 
the necessary scientific research. For these reasons design is vital, and the training of 
suitable indigenous designers is imperative. 

Types of design in industry 

24. The development of design capacities should be undertaken by a central 
enterprise (or enterprises) and should proceed slowly and carefully at first, owing to 
the complex nature of the field and the difficulty of building up a competent design 
staff. Expansion could be effected later, according to priorities. 
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25. There are two basic types of design, namely, industrial design and general 
engineering design, and they should be given equal attention. They should be 
developed simultaneously, and institutes or places for teaching both, either 
independently or together, should be established. 

The total design requirement 

2b. Design is u:> essential factor for a balanced and lasting industry. The problem of 
developing design is not an easy one. and much planning is required if it is to 
succeed. 

27. Before attempting to develop design, the procedure for training indigenous 
designers and design teams must be well studied, and no effort should be spared to 
foster an atmosphere that will stimulate and encourage natural creative instincts. 
Design development, the training of designers and the build-up of the design staff 
must begin no later than the start of industry. 

28. Design work for any developing country must relate to its specific needs. The 
interaction between engineering design and society is increasing. Optimal engineering 
design should, more than ever, take into account sociological, economic and political 
implications as well as purely engineering factors. Equipment designed in a developed 
country is often unsuitable for a developing country because of the differences in 
customs and culture. Unfortunately, the latest technology is often supplied, resulting 
in too great a technological jump and possible disturbances to the environmental 
balance. It is therefore imperative for all developing countries to seek to establish 
their own corps of designers and to train and develop them to meet their own needs. 
The present status of design capabilities in some of the developing areas of the world 
is presented in annex 4 to the present report. 

The effect of design on industry 

2l>. It is clear that industrial design can have a marked effect on the utilization of a 
country's resources of both raw materials and manpower. It can also affect 
profoundly the quality and scale of whatever production may be undertaken. Good 
design can contribute another economic advantage by making possible the utilization 
of the excess machine capacity that is frequently found in developing countries while 
poorly co-ordinated industrialization results in the duplication of machine tools in 
newly constructed plants. 

30. Good design should make it possible to produce the articles actually required 
by the people, thus giving domestic industry more staying power in the local market, 
with a favourable effect on the general economy. It could also solve the chronic 
problem of shortages of the special tools most needed for production. 

31. Design can solve the problem of how to provide the spare parts needed for all 
services in «he country  public, agricultural and industrial   and can minimize the 
pressure on the limited amount of foreign exchange available during these first stages ? 
of development.                                                                                                                                                                               I 
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32. Design can also help to point the way for the private entrepreneur, the creative 
thinker anil small-scale industries, with the aid of showrooms for new designs and the 
provision of protection by patents to protect new designs. Handicrafts and village 
industries can be sustained and improved by new designs. It should also be 
recognized that the design of equipment of pilot plants needed to study the 
characteristics of indigenous raw materials is an important step towards improving 
the economy of a country. 



II   IDENTIFICATION OF NEEDS AND 
FINANCING 

33. Before any design work is begun, it is important to ascertain the real needs of 
the country in order to avoid wasted effort and to ensure that priorities are properly 
ordered. In-depth surveys conducted by competent market research people are 
therefore of prime importance. Developing countries will have to rely initially on 
outside help for this work. 

Identification of areas requiring design 

34. In order to establish a system oí priorities for design requirements, it is 
essential to carry out a complete survey of all possible projects, systems and 
products. Governmental priorities must be known so that the surve\ can begin with 
an over-all master plan based on national needs and work downward from this to an 
analysis of markets for individual products. In this task UNIDO field advisers could 
assist the corresponding governments or even initiate such action themselves. 
Feasibility studies are often needed to ascertain the capital or consumer goods 
required. In some instances, a government may even wish to create a demand for a 
certain product or project that calls for a design. Moreover, although a developing 
country may have statistical data on imports, consumption etc.. it might well need 
expert assistance in processing these data, which I'NIDO could provide. 

35. Engineering products do not usually go into production before an exhaustive 
investigation has been made covering market analysis, model design, model testing 
and other related subjects. In a limited sense, engineering products consist mainly of 
machine elements, such as clutches, couplings, bearings, control devices, drives, 
linkages, springs and seals. In a broader sense, however, an engineering product may 
be defined as a manufactured economic good; it is usually the result of a commercial 
activity. In what follows, this broader definition of engineering products is taken as 
the basis of the discussion. 

Market analysis 

36. The starting point for every modern engineering development and design is the 
analysis of the market for which the product in question is intended. Without it. the 
management of a factory would not know what new designs were needed and 
expected by the prospective customers, and it would thus be unable to give the 
engineering department general instructions and guidelines to follow. 
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37. A new desigli is usually u modification of un existing model, requiring the 
redesign of industrial tiiiehinery. equipment and consumer goods, except where an 
entirely new product is 'o be developed. The latter cases are rare, however, andare 
often the result of new inventions, a'though inventions may also occur along with the 
modifications and improvements of existing engineering products. 

38. For example, the new models of automobiles that appear on the market yearly 
in the developed countries are normally modifications of the previous year's models, 
perhaps differing in styling only or in such improvements as power steering, 
automatic window opening or new safety devices. Similarly, in the field of industrial 
machinery, machine tools are being constantly improved. 

39. Two types of market analysis can be differentiated: general market analysis, 
which usually concerns matters of an economic nature such as supply and demand; 
and special market analysis, which covers the engineering aspects in conjunction with 
the financial considerations. 

40. General market analysis deals with such problems as predicting the financial 
gain that could result from a design change. It predicts possible new competition, and 
assesses the new sales and advertising effort required and other matters important to 
the progress of the enterprise. 

41. About 75 per cent of the industry of the United States regularly uses general 
market analyses, and another 12 per cent employs this method occasionally. 
Questionnaires are mailed to a representative cross-section of the prospective 
customers, or .i special agency is employed to interview a variety of consumers in 
various parts of the country. If export of the new design is anticipated, the market 
analysis is extended to the prospective foreign markets also. The results of general 
market analysis are usually reliable, provided that statistical methods are used in the 
evaluation of the answers received. 

Encouragement of local design capabilities 

42. At the level of national policy, perhaps the most effective way to encourage 
local design capability is through the control of imports. If impartially and 
effectively applied, this policy has the effect of obliging or encouraging producers to 
use locally made parts, whose design must often be modified. This modification 
could and should be assumed by local product designers, and would have the indirect 
advantage of enhancing their capabilities. A similar situation exists as regards awards 
and concessions for exports where the exporter must meet international standards 
and higher levels of quality. 

43. At the institutional level, the desired effect can be achieved in various ways. 
For example, publications and meetings can be important means of disseminating 
general information and technical know-how. Professional institutions should be 
encouraged to assist in the establishment of acceptable standards for the 
performance, safety and testing of materials and products. Common testing facilities 
can be established in various institutions. 
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44. At the enterprise level, the creation and effective use of independent 
commercial consulting services is perhaps potentially the most fruitful field for 
improving product design. Development can also be accelerated through 
manufacturing under licence, and this approach should not be discouraged at the 
policy or enterprise levels. Equally important to all industry is the establishment of 
local design capabilities, either through central design centres or within the enterprise 
itself. It should be noted that these approaches are not mutually exclusive. 

45. UN IIX) is already active in promoting all of these strategies in many ways, 
including export promotion, the dissemination of technical know-how, the 
establishment of standards and quality control, the provision of consulting services, 
and assistance in licensing and in the establishment of design centres. Examples of 
these activities are given in annex 4 to the present report. 

Classification of design work 

46. The spectrum of design in product engineering is broad, varying from snail 
consumer items to large capital projects. All require the same basic design process, 
but the order of magnitude differs widely. 

47. Both engineering and industrial design are required. The two are parts of a 
whole: they can be differentiated only by the nature of the work that they involve. 
By way of illustration, the architect and civil or structural engineer collaborate in the 
field of construction work, while the industrial designer and mechanical or electrical 
designer have the same relationship in the manufacturing and processing industries. 

48. The work of the two types of designers is complementary and must be united 
in the design of the product or system throughout the entire life of the project. It is 
useless to call in an industrial designer to make an engineering design look well and 
handle and operate well at the end of the design process; he must work in harmony 
with the design team from the outset. 

49. Further divisions of design may be identified as project, systems and product 
design.3 Product design refers here to the design of a single product that may form a 
component of a system. Essentially, it may be defined as a piece of equipment with a 
single function. Systems design, on the other hand, relates to a collection of products 
so arranged that they contribute to the required over-all function. The system so 
formed may be designated as "closed" if it adjusts by feedback of its output, which 
is then compared with the input and automatically corrected. If, however, the input 
is simply transformed into output with no attempt to correct errors, the system is 
designated as "open". 

Project design lakes into account the entire plant consisting of all the various assemblies, 
sub-assemblies and units required for a particular process, and details the complete specification 
of the equipment, including the cost analysis. 

Systems desiali covers units such as electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic and mechanical control 
units connecting the various assemblies so that the entire plant functions as an integral unit 
according to the desired programme requirement. 

Product (equipment) design refers to the engineering part of the design of individual 
components, machines or devices. 
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50. In a sense, nil products form pirts of systems; even a domestic appliance must 
fit into an existing energy supply. Hence, the designer must understand the essential 
nature of the input to his new creation, what output he must obtain and how this 
creation will tit into an existing plant configuration. Strictly speaking, however, 
systems engineering is concerned with large units that have a multiplicity of inputs 
and outputs and many sub-systems. 

51. The classification of engineering products required by any developing country 
will depend upon its state of development and hence upon its essential needs and the 
support it can receive from other countries. There will be certain requirements for 
process industry work. but. in addition, there will be basic requirements for the 
metalworking industries. H or the latter, a classification was produced tor UNIIX) at a 
conference held in Moscow in l'iòò.3 

5J. The metalworking industries produce goods for the following sectors of the 
engineering industry as classified in the International Standard Industrial 
Classification (ISIC). Rev. 2: 

Manufacture of machinery, except electrical (ISIC 382); 

Manufacture of electrical machinen. (ISIC 383); 

Manufacture of fabricated metal products, except machinery and equipment 
I ISIC 381); 

Manufacture of transport equipment ( ISIC 3K4); 

Manufacture of professional, scientific measuring and controlling instruments 
(ISIC 385). 

53. The corresponding classes of the Standard International Trade Classification 
<SITC) are: 

Machinery, other than electric (Sill 71); 

Electrical machinen', apparatus and appliances(SITC 72); 

Manufacture of metal. N.h.S. (SITC dl>); 

Transport equipment (SITC 73); 

Professional, scientific and controlling instruments; photographic and optical 
goods, watches and clocks (SITC 86). 

54. The function of product design activities is to provide or adapt products to 
meet the particular requirements of a market associated with a specific area or 
peoples. The successful application of ihese activities has an important over-all 
influence on industrial development. Perhaps the most important aspect is the direct 
question of suitability of products. A specific example is the power tiller specially 
designed for paddy rice cultivation in tropical areas, since the conventional tractor 
ploughs commonly used for dry cultivation of rice are practically useless in wet 
cultivation. 

' Report   of   the   Interregional   Symposium   on   Metalworkini;   Industries  in   Jievelopiny 
Countries, Moscow,  I MM), Unitili Nations publication. Sales No.: l.bHM.U.9. 
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55. Improvement in reliability is another aspect of design activity. The redesign of 
suspension systems of road vehicles for rougher roads is a simple example of the kind 
of improvements that are necessary. While products should be designed for local 
climatic conditions, it is surprising how often this obvious requirement is not fully 
met. Considerable work has already been done on adapting equipment for the 
tropics, and the stage has been reached where most equipment is designed for 
tropical use as a routine matter. However, the adequacy of cooling and ventilation of 
equipment and vehicles still needs attention. 

56 The less tangible, but nevertheless important, needs of the market in styling, in 
higher comfort factors and in acceptable standards of qualitv play a significant part 
introduci design. '      " 

57. One application of product (and plant) design, which is often overlooked is 
the proper presentation of instruction manuals and the marking of parts for 
identification. This problem involves language and reasonable degrees of literacy. In 
addition, further work is necessary in the design of both equipment and maintenance 
manuals that are oriented towards the simplification of fault diagnosis These 
considerations are related to the maintainability of both plant and product. 

58. Quite apart from the design or adaptation of designs for local markets, there is 
the need to adapt a local design for the export market. An example is electrical 
equipment, which may have to be redesigned to meet the differing safety and other 
wiring standards of several countries. 

Criteria for product design in developing countries 

59. Certain conditions prevail in most developing countries that affect the design 
of products made in them. Among the most important of these is the relatively small 
quantities involved in series production. An example is the use of wood rather than 
plastic for radio and television cabinets, where the initial cost of plastic injection 
moulding equipment is extremely high. An efficient local manufacturer will naturally 
look to the export market if the domestic market is too small. 

60. The need to exploit local raw materials and components is frequently a factor 
to be considered in product design, and one often made necessary by import 
controls. For these reasons, adaptation of designs should be a continuous process 
aimed at supporting allied industries. 

61. One important impediment to local design of products is the inadequacy of 
local standards. This consideration is particularly important where equipment must 
be integrated into an existing system, or where the product is destined for export 
Internationally accepted standards, such as those of the International Electro- 
technical Commission (IEC), are important, but thus far only to a limited extent 
Also, even where such standards exist, it is sometimes not possible to check products 
against them, owing to a lack of testing facilities 
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62. Product design leading lo improved reliability and ease of maintenance is 
receiving attention and is becoming increasingly important in most developed 
countries. For example, improvement in component reliability is being achieved 
through studies of product failures. The need to improve product reliability in 
developed countries arises from the lugli cost of the labour needed to undertake 
repairs. Ili is need is equally important in t'cvcloping countries but arises lor t he- 
opposite reason; namely, the lack of skilled labour, at any price, to do this work. I he 
degree of reliability required in the products of both developed and developing 
countries can therefore be assumed to be about the same. In practice, both of these 
reasons have led to designs incorporating sub-assemblies and simple means of fault 
identification. 

Potential lor improved produit design 

t*y There is a need lo improve product design so that the product is better suited 
to the customer's local climatic and other conditions, and has a longer life, with 
improved styling, comfort and quality, easier maintenance, anil an export potential. 
Clearly, this is a continuous need, and the strategies proposed later in this report are 
aimed more at promoting and creating design capabilities than at providing solutions 
to specific design problems. 

<i4. It is difficult to establish a general level of demand for new or improved 
producís lo be designed locally. I'erhaps the best approach is for governments lo set 
realistic targets for levels of raw materials and other content available locally in goods 
for the home market and for export. I'his approach would, among other advantages, 
have the effect of setting the higher levels of achievement necessary in the design 
field and, in turn, of defining the needs in terms of design requirements. 

The need to establish seeloral design centres 

t>5. Once market surveys have been conducted, their findings analysed, and the 
range of goods to be produced has been decided upon, an institute or centre lo 
perform the needed design functions should be established. Such a design centre 
could be set up as an independent body or as a part of an existing organization or 
industrial enterprise. 

<rt>. The value of such centres lies in the importance of best utilizing the inevitably 
limited number of designers who will be available initially. It would be pointless for 
them to be scattered around among various industries, since designing is best done by 
teams. The design centres could help to hum such teams and give them an 
opportunity lo develop their capabilities. A design centre for automotive producís 
could serve many related plants, such as those that produce bearings, seals, brakes, 
clutches, springs and the like, and that have been carefully situated near the 
automotive industry. 

67. Similarly, a design centre for agricultural machinery would be essential. Here 
the first step might be for designers to consider the use of indigenous materials, for 
example, and then to proceed to the more difficult task of designing machines better 
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suited to the local lorrain ;nul conditions, likewise, approprialo dosigli contres would 
be necessary lor the milling and petrochemical industries thai may exist in a 
developing country. In such cases design would be concentrated on pumps, valves, 
pressure vessels, mechanical excavators and the like. 

Selling up a new design centre 

<>K. In setting up a new design centre, it is important that the appropriale steps be 
taken in the proper order I lie needs musi fust be identified and defined, and the 
plans and agreements must be well formulated. A group undertaking such a project 
musi truly "see the end from the beginning", not only in visualizing the end result, 
hill also in properly anticipating the problems that will arise, so that measures to 
counter thaiu can ho taken i|iiickly. Ilio following, then, are the slops to be taken. 

<»4>. 

/'//<• preliminary surwv 

Hie purposes of tins first suives are: 

lo determine the need and justification for such a centre; 

lo détermine the assistance required and the feasibility of providing it; 

lo explore the types of sponsorship that might be available; 

To evolve a preliminary plan o!'operation. 

70. The people who are to conduct the survey should have the following 
i|ualificalions: 

A knowledge of the country ; 

Ixperience with its manufacturers: 

I antiliarily with the industry iiii|uestion and its problems; 

Knowledge of the types ot governmental and international assistance available. 

71. Iheso people must be selected with groat care, as Iheir conclusions and reports 
will strongly influence the events that follow. 

72. The information to bo incorporated into the report should include: 

The type of product to be considered; 

The nature of the assistance that is recommended: 

The suggested geographical location of the design centre; 

The size and capacity oí the design centre. 

Recommendations as to sponsorship of the design centre. 

7.1. When lite above facts have been assembled ami the report prepared, it should 
be reviewed with meticulous care by the proposed adniinislrating agencies, and a linn 
decision should be made as to whether the plan should be put into operation. 
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lite plan oíOfH-rtitioii 

74. AN its name implies, t lie plan ot 'operation is a basic outline of the project from 
start to completion ami should serve as a guide for the entire operation. It should 
dehne the purpose ol the project and actually he a charter of the scope of its 
operation. It also serves .is a contract or agreement m the event that it is co-sponsored 
by two parties, such as the government ot the developing country and an international 
agenc\ such as INDI', outlining the obligations of each partv. 

7>. I he ideal plan of operation should delineate the work plan and provide a 
bmlget summary, including a list of the equipment and a breakdown of the expense 
contributions of each parts. Inoligli detail of the organization must be included to 
establish salaries, duration of service and the like. 

7<i. A tentative schedule of operations should be included; the timing and 
efficiency ot the projet can be measured against this. This document should be 
signed In the two parties is ¡i binding agreement, and copies should be placed in the 
hands ot the responsible directors, managers, advisers and experts to serve them asa 
working guide for the conduct of the centre. 

I iiuiu ma the .As/ey/ /,/< ilitv 

It cannot he expected that such a design centre will be sell supporting; 
certainly, in its initial stages, there will be no source o\' income other than the 
support of >ts sponsors. I hese sponsors will normativ be the following: 

The ¿" '\ernment < •! the ¡hreh >pina < < mnirv 

7>>. Since public finds are not plentiful in most developing countries, it is unlikely 
that the «overimient will assume complete linancial responsibility fora design centre. 
In event of the usual dual sponsorship, the government normativ provides personnel, 
services and equipment available locally, lis contribution usually includes: 

Salaries of director, indigenous officers and other personnel; 

local salaries of fellowship trainees; 

I and and housing for the centre: 

I quipnieiit and supplies produced within the country; 

Transportation and handling of imports. 

Inteniatiiuhil iifienev 

7lK The contributions ol such agencies as I'MIX) and the UNDP Special Fund are 
usually comparable to that of the government, depending somewhat on the 
circumstances. I y pical of these contributions are: 

Salaries of the protect manager or chief adviser, and the professional staff of 
foreign experts. 

Machine tools and mechanical equipment not available locally; 

I aboralory and electrical equipment of a precision not available locally; 
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Miscellaneous technical aids, such as: 

A library of bonks, publications, and technical information: 
Audio and audio-visual aids: 
Calculators, computers etc. 

Private industry 

HO. Although not usually involved in the setting up of design centres, private 
industry can provide assistance in various ways. This type of assistance, by its very 
nature (so as to avoid competitive situations» must be in the form of joint ventures 
and can operate most effectively through manufacturers' associations, supported by 
the contributions or dues of manufacturer members. They can provide dissemination 
of technical knowledge, assistance in standardization activities and common facilities 
for materials testing. 

Fees for participants 

HI. When a new design centre has increased in sophistication and expanded its 
service to the manufacturing industry, it can then receive some remuneration from 
those who make use of it. This income would be in the forni of fees for consulting 
services, for the use of designs and drawings provided by the centre and for tool 
designing. 

H2. While this source of revenue may not be large, it has other corollary 
advantages. For example, it tends to discourage some irrelevant and superficial 
consultations. The participant manufacturer, by paying proportionately for services 
rendered, will limit his requests to the most necessary types of assistance. 

Approval of financial authorizations 

H.Ì. Provisions for prior approvals or the expediting of specific approvals should 
form a part of the original agreement. However, even when such agreements have 
been incorporated into the plan of operation, individual approvals for specific 
expenditures often involve lengthy delays and require considerable follow-up. 

Typa») 'organization 

H4. Considerable thought must be given to devising an organizational structure «hat 
will provide the greatest co-operation among the participants and the most efficient 
operation of the centre. In view of the usual dual ( international and national) nature 
of sponsorship and operation, the interests of both, as well as those of other 
organizations, should be represented in some of the following ways: 

An advisory committee, consisting of: 

Hepresentative(s) from the relevant government ministry : 
Representative! s) from the co-operating international agency ; 
The project manager or chief adviser: 
The director; 

Industry representative from local or state government; 
An officer of the manufacturers' association; 
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I 'ormatimi ol .1 corporation 01 society SO as lu pei mit a cerlain degree of 
auloiioniv 111 providing authoii/ations aiul appiovals. 

l'Ite project managet 01 chief adviser, svito would he responsible lo the 
international executing agcncv anil would provide the initial direelion and 
guidance. 

I he duecloi, appointed In the government, who would he responsible lor 
indigenous operations, I.u ihties. niaiiiten.mee ete. 

Hie adiniiiisiialive officer, who would be lespoiisible to the direelor Cor 
handling Mieli administrative mailers as accounting, records, stores, purchasing 
and pav roll. 

The protessiou.il e\peit statt, who would be directlv responsible to the project 
manager and would consist ol' torcigli expeits for cub ot' the major fields 
coveied In tlie pioiect. 

I he counteipart piolcssiou.il stall consistine ol nationals with some training 
and experience relevant to the pio|c«.ls. tluv would work with the foreign 
experts bin he responsible l»> the director. 

Hie management stati, winch would include the local officers and managers 
who work linde: the supervision ol' the ilirectoi and administrative officer to 
conduct the business and the physical opciations o\~ the centre 

.V/iv/z/M,' tin site h >i the tli-sign 1 cutir 

S.s. Ihe lollownig major considérations should détermine the location of the 
pro|ccl site: 

Copulation centres and transportation; 

Concentration oi the industries involved. 

Availabililv of land and or buildings 

So. I or the most effective opeiation. the design centre must be readilv accessible 
and be near a source of skilled or semi-skilled manpower. It should also be located as 
centralis as possible with respect to the major groups of industries that it will serve. 

S7. lo keep initial costs as low as possible, the availabililv ol suitable unused 
buildings or ot undeveloped land, possiblv owned In the government, should be 
given careful consideration. ItuiUling costs arc high, bul the consliuctioii of new 
buildings oï the most suitable type is normali), preferable to the adaptation of 
existing buildings not suited to the pro|ccl. However, rather than delav a new project 
tor the erection of new buildings, temporary housing should be considered. Quarters 
could thus be provided lor the lespoiisible personnel, who could plan more 
effect ivelv for the permanent facihlv. 

.Se/ci tiitii 11/¡Hisoniul 

SS. lor the torcimi professional expert staff, it is neccssarv In select people who 
are. by both training and expérience, capable of performing the functions of the 
design centre. I ormai education is onlv one criterion; even supervisory experience 
may not be of a kind to meet the needs o\' the centre. I'lie expert must be all that Ihe 
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name implies, and Hiere is no substitu!; for personal experience and involvement in 
the kind ol" work to be performed. Als», since the expert may have liad only limited 
access to technical or design information or to the more sophisticated types of 
equipment, resourcefulness is an important quality in experts selected for" such a 
project in a developing country. The primary sources of recruitment of such experts 
are: industry in the more developed countries, development or research laboratories, 
and universities and other educational institutions. 

*'». The locally recruited counterpart staff must also be selected carefully. While 
manpower is usually plentiful in a developing country, experienced manpower is 
usually scarce. I he exigencies imposed by time and cost dictate the use of the most 
experienced personnel available. As with the experts, it is important to select as their 
counterparts persons with suitable educational qualifications, witli some experience 
in the same or related fields, and with native skills, who with minimal training can 
perlorm the necessary task or supervision. It must be kept in mind constantlv that 
these men will eventually operate the design centre bv themselves after the terms of 
the foreign experts have expired. 

Cost of design and sources of finance 

l>0. The ultimate aim should he for all designs produced to be viable and. wherever 
possible, to obtain a considerable cost, benefit advantage. However, in the early stages 
ol a country's development it is difficult to achieve this, and it is thus often 
necessary to subsidize design centres. I NIDO might be able to help, possibly with 
direct financial g: ü'IS of various kinds. 

°l. As the design centres gain experience, it should be possible for design budgets 
to be developed. Design target costs could he set up. and designers would be 
expected to operate within them. If the designers exceeded their budgeted allowance, 
a special case would have to be made in order to sanction additional expenditures to 
complete the design work. 
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Ill   DESIGN PROBLEMS 

°2. Initially, it might seem desirable to deal with »imple designs that would yield 
quick benefits to the whole population of the country concerned. Furthermore, it is 
important to try to use indigenous resources wherever possible. Some already 
existing handicraft industries could be greatly helped if they were provided with 
suitable portable tools that would permit production to be rapidly increased. New 
design solutions for such cottage industries could give them fresh impetus and 
possibly attract additional foreign customers. 

°J. In the earlier stages of industrial development, designs are required primarily 
for the manufacture of equipment, components and spare parts for the existing 
industries of a country. In many cases it is necessary to adapt foreign designs to meet 
specific domestic requirements. Over the long term, however, project and systems 
designs arc required. Basic processes must be bought, and indigenous design confined 
in the first instance to simple equipment. With the passage of time and the 
development of industry, the role of the indigenous designer becomes increasingly 
important. 

94. It should be kept in mind that design and development of products is a 
long-term task. Design work is costly, requiring time, money and able, experienced 
designers whose training requires a minimum of five years. 

Adaptive designs fur domestic needs 

95. It should be possible to adapt the existing designs of developed countries to 
local needs by taking out manufacturing licences. Where this is done, it is important 
to recogni/c that the licence and the attendant documentation might not supply all 
the required know-how. Indigenous designers migli I need to work closely with the 
licenser, visiting his plant in order to understand its operation. Clear and careful 
documentation is necessary, and the organization and management of design 
adaptation should be efficient. Where the level of technology in the licensing country 
is appreciably higher than in the country that buys the licence, it r. ight be necessary 
to modify the design and, in many cases, the production processes, possibly lowering 
performance but none the less allowing the introduction of manufacturing locally. 
Problems involved in the changeover could be overcome with the help of the 
licensers. It might also be possible, because of cheaper labour, to produce 
economically in spite of low productivity. The testing of the modified design must 
also be carefully controlled, and prototypes must be tested environmentally. 

IF 
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Other requirements 

%. The developing country should establish its own patent agency, if it does not 
yet have one, not only to protect original design work, both domestic and imported. 
but also to provide local industry with information on the latest technological 
developments. The importance of keeping up to date cannot be overstressed, since 
technological changes can and often do modify design practice. This is especially 
true of new manufacturing processes. (Some current examples are laser cutting and 
welding and plasma spraying.) 

97. Designers live on information; their appetites for new technical data and 
related facts are insatiable. Any developing country should set up a library and 
technical information centre to cope with the enormous and ever-increasing amount 
of published data. Subscriptions to all pertinent technical publications should be 
acquired, and it would be helpful if sonic sort of regular publication, listing current 
accessions etc. were available. Wherever possible, it would be particularly 
advantageous to have a unified classification system so that the collation and retrieval 
of information could be expedited and, in the years ahead, could be computerized, if 
need be. Initially, such an information centre might be located at the design centre; 
later regional information bases will be required for local industries. After a time, it 
might be well for particular regions to specialize in information of certain kinds. 

98. The need for systematic recording and analysis of product defects must be 
given high priority. The nature of the defects and failures indicate where design 
should be up-dated and improved. It is thus essential for countries to set up simple 
and effective defect-reporting systems as early üS possible in their industrialization. 

Creative designing to satisfy domestic needs 

99. The situation becomes more complex when the stage is reached at which the 
copying of foreign products no longer suffices and new designs must be created. Even 
management must then participate rather than confining itself to administration. It 
must take great pains to ensure that all factors receive due consideration, and that 
the optimal design solution is achieved in a specific set of circumstances. Since time 
is usually a critical element at this stage, the use of computers with graphic inputs 
might be helpful. New systematic approaches should probably be adopted, and the 
staff of designers should be well versed in the latest methodologies. 

Standardization and technology in design 

100. A standard may be considered as a single solution to a recurrent problem. Like 
specifications and codes of practice, standards are among the primary tools of the 
designer. The design standards adopted by the developing countries must be 
expressed in metric units, since standardization makes possible the interchangeability 
that is vital in all modern design work. 
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101. Standardization can be approached on three different levels: 

International (International Organization for Standardization, ISO); 

National (e.g. British Standards (BS) in the United Kingdom); American 
Standards Association (ASA) in the United States; Deutsche Industrie Normen 
(DIN) in the Federal Republic of Germany; 

Enterprise (company) standards, which should be developed from the 
international and national standards. 

It is not unusual to find a standardization organization already established in a 
developing country. If this should be the case, the new design centre should be eager 
to become part of it. 

102. One of the main tasks of the standards section of a new design centre is the 
careful selection and limitation of the list of standards to those that will be really 
needed. Such a selection is imperative, since for machine screws alone there are at 
leait 12 material classifications, at least 10 diameters, more han 13 lengths (in each 
of the above diameters), at least 20 forms of heads, points etc., and various 
surface-treatment possibilities, in all yielding tens of thousands of different items. 
Only a minor fraction of 1 per cent of the total number of standardized screws could 
«erve the centre and its associated enterprises adequately. The same principle holds 
true for materials classification, stock sizes and the like. 

103. A further broad field for the standards section is the raí ge of tools to be used 
by the design centre as well as by the participating enterprises. This matter requires 
close co-operation with the production department, because even an able tool 
specialist could hardly cover all of the many different kinds. The production 
department might request more than 3,000 different tools for its own work; and in 
this event the standards section should try to reduce this unrealistic number by 
negotiations with the production department's tool-design, toolroom and 
production-planning sections. Production cost must be calculated on the basis of 
what is most economical: the use of the most appropriate tools or tools with slightly 
higher working times. The second alternative is often preferable, because the 
purchase, storage and maintenance of tools is more costly than wages in most 
developing countries. However, this might not be true of tools for use in conjunction 
with a valuable, highly utilized machine, whose work cannot be done by other 
machines. Other tasks of the standardization section might include the preparation of 
production regulations, inspection rules, conditions of supply, and performance 
manuals. Considerable effort is needed to sift, collate and store all this 
documentation in a way that permits its easy retrieval. Such an organization 
ultimately may require mechanized systems or even electronic data processing 
equipment if rapid and accurate information retrieval is to be achieved. 

The role of the computer in modem design 

104. Among the technological developments that have affected design the computer 
has made the most far-reaching impact. As noted at the beginning of the present 
report, the designer's most important tasks are to establish the loop sequences and to 
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control ti« reduplication that takes place during the design process. Any part of 
these tasks that can be done practically and economically by a computer should be 
done so. The engineer should expend his energies and talents only on those aspects of 
the problem that he is best equipped to handle, that is. those involving concept 
generation, modelling and the establishment of specifications and acceptability 
criteria. The particular attributes of the computer are speed, memory and reliability; 
it performs computations and logical decisions at a rate that is difficult to 
comprehend. It is essential that the computer and the designer serve as partners in 
the design process; the successful and wide use of computers in engineering design 
implies a highly interactive man-machine configuration. 

105. The flow of information between man and machine must be rapid, and the 
information must be accessible to both. However, the man is confronted by two 
major obstacles: the first is the availability of the computer with respect to time and 
physical location, and the second involves the question of communicating with the 
machine. Prior to 1957, the engineer had to learn special computer languages in order 
to communicate with it. Algebraic computer languages such as FORTRAN and 
ALGOL represented a major step in easing the communication problem. Then came 
the problem-oriented languages such as STRESS. COCO, and finally PLAN. Although 
these new languages represent a breakthrough in the process of man-machine 
configurations, they. too. have shortcomings. While they more nearly match the 
natural problem-solving orientation of the engineer, they still fall short of a truly 
natural form. 

The impact of graphics 

106. The engineer works in graphic as well as in mathematical terms. When he must 
translate his graphic expression (perhaps a drawing) into a linear stream of letters, 
numbers and special characters, lie is consuming precious time, quite probably 
making errors that are not always easily detected, and he is not being creative, at 
least in the design sense. Graphics is the language of design, and if the engineer is to 
be relieved of the need to recast his thoughts into an unnatural form, graphics must 
be the primary part of the communication process. 

107. The term "computer graphics" is very broad and includes numerous peripheral 
devices around the computer such as XY plotters, printers and drafting machines. 
These devices are used to convert computer output into graphic displays and are 
extremely useful because they yield a pictorial information that is more suitable to 
an engineer or a designer. However, even in such an environment, the engineer is no 
less isolated from the computer than he is when a typewriter prints out a solution in 
alphameric form. With the graphic display screen, a cathode ray tube (CRT) relieves 
the engineer's and designer's feeling of isolation and improves his productivity. He 
now sits in front of a CRT and. with the aid of a light pen and keyboards, he is given 
direct access to all the operating elements of a data-processing system. He is now in 
an interacting relationship with the computer, which is communicating in his natural 
language. 

108. The major benefit of computer graphics is the possibility it offers of substantial 
reduction in the time required for the design process. In addition, it can provide 
more solutions to a design problem than was previously possible, and this in turn 
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should lead to a better product. It is imperative that developing nations that have 
limited resources in terms of manpower and that are faced with bridging the 
technological gup examine this new, revolutionary tool carefully. The authorities of 
developing countries should be aware of the possibilities offered by computers and 
make sure that their designers are trained to use them. At present and for the next 
few years, designers in developing countries must use computers in developed 
countries, but with the increasing use of data links, this difficulty should be 
overcome. Nevertheless, the unfamiliarity of designen with computer software will 
continue to be a problem unless or until there is adequate dissemination of 
programmes. UNIDO could make an important contribution in this area. 



IV   PROBLEMS OF PROTOTYPES 

109. In order to perfect designs and set them in operation satisfactorily, it is 
essential to have workshops and testing laboratories in which prototypes can be 
manufactured and tested. Such workshops and laboratories should be located within 
the design centres, so that designers can see their ideas being realized and learn about 
any deficiencies that may occur by positive feedback at first hand. This subject is 
covered in more detail in chapter VII of the present report. 

Organization of production of prototypes 

110. The organization of a prototype workshop is really a combination of a factory 
of general layout, a co-operative purchase society and a technical training institution. 
In order that the main functions be discharged satisfactorily, there must be a general 
administrative unit, a production department and. in some cases, some kind of 
education and training unit. 

111. It is essential that the prototype workshops be responsible to the design centre 
since, if designers do not get a clear feedback from the initial manufacture of their 
creations, errors and miscalculations might well be carried over into the production 
stage. 

Provision of components 

112. In certain cases it might be desirable for the enterprise building a prototype 
workshop to manufacture its own components according to need. Nevertheless, there 
will be a need in all probability to obtain certain items of equipment from 
manufacturers elsewhere in the country. The purchase of these items requires 
technical skill as well as business acumen, for cost, delivery, quality and reliability 
must all be acceptable. This observation also applies to parts that must be imported 
from other countries. 

Assistance in the development of new products 

113. Assistance in product development can come from many sources, such as 
domestic and foreign private industry, industrial associations, governments and 
international organizations, including UNIDO. Designers in developing countries 
should keep in touch with all of these sources, by correspondence and. when 

23 
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possible, by personal visits. In this connexion, it is important Im a new design a'iihv 
to make ils work .nul experience known lo those iiisiilulions so thai thev max be 
aware ol how tiu*\ might help or be helped in turn I his kind of mulu.il support 
could also be useful in the modernization of existing products or wheie an enterprise 
or government sees a new neetl aiising 01 discovers a tiselul iiiipioveiueiil in a pioducl 
or proeess. The centre should also encourage ami assist iiuliislri.il enterprises in its 
own country to set up then own design facilities 

Introduction of modern lechnologkiil processes 

into industrial production 

114. It is vital to the economic health of a developing country that, as new processes 
become known and are developed at design centres, all know how he immediately 
made available to its industrial enterprises. Special open da\s. with demonstrations. 
seminars and industry get-togethers, must be ananged so that industrialists can 
witness, at fust hand, how a new technological process woiks, and how it mav be 
applied satisfactorily in the country's industrial enviionment 

ll.s. I ven in developed countries, new processes are often evolved tu government 
research establishments and remain unused loi years, owing to the absence of liaison 
with industry, poor publicity. and lack of msighl on the part of the originators into 
the real problems of industry I'hc cenlies should assist industrial enterprises in 
organizing production 
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I l(> Adequate inspection n| piolotN pe iiianufactuie al all stages musi lu- provided 
lo elisine piopei lecdback to design ul anv conformance discrepancies Similarly, 
thoiough testing musi hi> made of models, mock ups anil complete prototypes. 

II \ When piototvpos have boon successfully pioduccd anil adequately tested, the 
noiinal pi.u luv llii'ii is to pass Ilio design .nul pi « «iluc t n *ii insilili lions OUT to Ilio 
maniilat liiiini' iiinis assigned u> produce these ailicles m qtianlilv. 

( o operation between design teñiros ami production units 

I IN. iVsign ami pioiliuTioii shoultl never ho m self-contained departments bul 
slioiiUI lalliiT lorm pail of the saint' continuum, loo often, in Ilio incitisi ries of some 
ilovelopoil eoniiliies. an unheallhv dichotomy has evolved, whereby design is 
scpaiatcd horn the place ol manufacture ol Ilio hardware. While il is not always 
possible to have design and manufacture in the same geographical location, it is 
essential lo elisine that there aie very good communication links between these two 
activities lo loslei co opcialion. lor no design can be economical unless it takes 
cognizance of the uianulactuiing capabilities oi the producing concern. 

I Io I he designei cannot woik in splendid isolation. Il is now an accepted practice 
loi the iii.iiiufactiiiing engineer to become involved in a new project even before the 
design engiiieei picpares the diawmgs of a prototype. Correspondingly, the design 
engineers responsibility does not end when Ins new produci enters the 
manulacliiiing stage. Hie person who designs a given product is often responsible for 
following it tliiougli the production process. Inevitably, problems arise and changes 
are requited, loi example, a change in material could relievo a procurement 
bottleneck or speed up a manufacturing operation Hie design engineer seeks to 
develop a design best suited to perform its intended function. Hie manufacturing 
engiiieei coopcialcs with limi tioni the stari, to incorporate in the design features 
thai will lacililate the manufacture of the product and perhaps even improve its 
peí formalice. 

Quality control, testini- and adjustment 

L'I) Oualitv control requires particular consideration throughout the process of 
inaniilactiire Since adequate sampling checks must be made ol incoming materials, 
components and sub assemblies, some effective form of goods-inward inspection is 
leqimed   Mso. appropriate quality checks must be applied during manufacture and 
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assemblv Adequate instrumentation lor tins purpose must be provided ami 
incorporated min tlu" production process il ilio best utili/.ilion ot materials, 
manpower .nul i"t|uipiiKMit is to Iv achieved Problems ma\ anso m tins work since il 
ot ton ontails instrument design 

121 I mal inspection musi ho thorough to ensure thai a minimum ot faultv 
products loaves the lactoiv Again, lacililies loi the piopet lecouling ot defects am! 
ellective sah,ige shoultl be piovulod. SmulaiK. all ail|iislineuts ami te-soltings ol the 
equipment musi be documented ami kept up lo dale (lonorallv speaking, the 
priuiaiv problems in this area concern the acquisition ol the most appropriate 
incasinine instruments and gauges and provision tot adequalo and accurate 
documentation and its skilful an.iKsis I hose activities require trainine, and 
consideiable expolíeme \n inipottaut aspect ot pioduct lesimi; conceins items ol 
equipment, capilal goods and products whose roliahlitv ami s.itotv over an extended 
period must be known 

I'rohU-nis i <l w< 7><'A'gr 

1.2 Hie designer should state on his diawiugs. clearlv and completely, in 
specifications and sets of tolerances, his lequiremonls tor the proper operation ol the 
component that ho has designed or modified. At the outset of production of such a 
part, it should be inspected with special cue and accuracy. and the results of the test 
should be written down and filed I llus does not iniph . however, th.it such testini; 
and reporting need not be perforinoli when serial production nets under way ) 
Imioii'lg this essential rule can lesull in many errors, including a couipletelv 
erroneous evaluation of the componen!, malfunctions that are attributed to design 
deficiencies aio often moieh undetected delects m manufacturing In an engineering 
design centre, inspection metrology is of prune importance 

I2.V Inspection metrology has two aspects One is basic metrology. whose function 
is to presene and certify basic standards >l length, flatness, linearity and shape II 
ma\ extend further into certifications of weight, pressine, force, and the like I lie 
second is works metiologv. whose precision is guaranteed by basic metrology Its 
purpose is to measure or tost parts and tools submitted bv the prototype or 
pre-production works!' . I he main function ol inspection metiologv is to ascertain 
the dimensional characteristics ot engineering products ami lo ensure that they 
conform to the design roquiienienls. I he requirements readilv apply to all types of 
engineering products such as machine tools and instruments. 



VI EDUCATION AND TRAINING 
FOR DI:SK;NKRS 

124. While designers arc cieative people, creativity is a broad concept that is more 
easily recognized than defined. II. (r. (onway. Chairman of the Council of 
Ingiucchii*: Institutions in I ondon, has defined the word as it relates to engineering, 
as follows 

"Creativity in an engineer is an ability 01 aptitude, prohabh basicallv 
innate, which allows him to think of. "dream-up', visualise or imagine 
new or unusual solutions to problems, dencially these involve methods 
of design or construction, but in the broader context include solutions to 
mathematical or abstract problems." 

Selection and development of creative people 

125. Creativity does not appear to be linked directly with intelligence, which is 
measurable to some degree, and there are as yet no valid tests to measure it. although 
research is proceeding Also, there is no formula that ensures creative thought. 
I ndoubtedk. much more research is needed to understand how the creative person 
operates and is motivated. Such studs should be carried out in both developed and 
developing countries. 

Project work in schools and institutes 

I2(». I he protect method, especially if carried out by heterogeneous groups, can 
provide a very useful learning situation I or engineering, the design-and-make project 
exposes the learner to all o\' the problems involved in turning an idea into hardware. 
I xperimenls carried out at the higlish t lee trie Management Training Centre at 
Kugln. Inglaiul. have demonstrated the value of this approach on a number of 
occasions. 

127. School projects have also been very fruitful. As a country develops it should be 
possible to introduce projects to be undertaken by groups oi students at »he top 
classes of the schools. This practice has the benefit ol widening the horizons of the 
students and of introducing them to the process o\" design early in life. 

In-plant training ami research 

I2K. Much is to be gained by effective on-the-job training for designers. In this 
regard, management should recogni/e that it is an integral part of its function to train 

:7 
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and develop subordinates. A great deal can also be accomplished by formalized 
training wherein designers from one linn are transferred lo other firms fora tune to 
study and to contribute to their design methods, Tins approach is also useful m 
research, but here the transfer needs to be ot at least two years' dtnation 

I2l». Where training centres are attached to design centres there must be adequate 
Iacilites to provide practical experience, especially in a creative engineering-design 
centre, practical knowledge and sonic actual industrial production experience in the 
instructing of designers is absoluteK essential I he trainees must be able to develop 
complete designs including all the practical details and aspects. Mich as selection ol 
the most suitable materials and determination of the appropriale tolerances. I he 
practical workshop training should include an introduction to all manual opeialions 
and training m the use o\ the various machine tools under the guidance and 
supervision ol a workshop instructor or expert. 

I.'U. lor voting draughtsmen working at the centre, the design of spaie pails and 
other practical jobs for the industry, which are usually of a simple nature, provides 
very good training opportunities to lamiliari/e them with the design standards of the 
centre, or o\' the country, later thev can proceed to do more advanced and 
complicated design work m connexion with the production >>l new engineering items. 

131. It might be advisable for l'NIDO to sponsor scholarships to permit capable 
students in developing countries to visit and study design work in developed 
countries. Certain basic training in design could also be earned out in the design 
centres of developing countries after these centres are established. 

Dosigli melhoils ami aids 

\M Systematic methods of design have been developed extensively during the last 
decade, and this trend will piobably accelerate as creative thinking IN belici analvsed 
and understood. These systems must he adapted to the particular product or sv stems 
design concerned and to the particular working environment. A good example of 
such adaptation was the development of P \HI \ (Problem \nalvsis bv logical 
Approach) from the lundamenlal Design Method, which had been worked out by a 
governmental research office in the I nited Kingdom. 

I3.V All designers should be made aware of the latest mechanical aids m the design 
process. It is sometimes from quite simple aids that the greatest benefit mav be 
derived models made from cardboard or balsa wood, sketch pails for making quick. 
drawings, perspective grids and the like. Specialist engineering designers must also 
become familiar with both digital and analogue computer operations 

liducution anil training of futuri' designers 

I.U. Much care and thought will need to go into developing the education and 
training patterns of developing countries Initially, once they have been identified, 
the best designers should be sent for training to the design centres and industries of 
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the developed countries so that they will be able to absorb what is already known 
and understand design in the light of modern technology. 

I.-5. F.ventually. however, there must he a properly recognized educational pattern 
lor designers in the developing countries; and the sooner one is established the better. 
II' possible, the country concerned should seek to make this career pattern widely 
known and attach status to those who are successful in the field. Too often, designers 
in developed countries are looked upon as inferior engineers; most of the prestige is 
attached to research and development engineering work. Developing countries have a 
good opportunity lo reverse this trend or at least to make for parity of status 
between the two. 

\Mt. The teaching of engineering in developed countries frequently tends lo 
downgrade design ability (creativity). Curiosity, the desire lo find out for oneself and 
the use of one's imagination are often stifled. As Albert hinslcin once remarked. "It 
is nothing short o\ a miracle that modern methods of instruction have not yet 
entirely strangled the holy spirit of curiosity". 

Successive stages in design work 

\M. It is possible to break down design work into several discrete steps; certain 
intellectual skills and abilities are called for at each slage. First, the linn accepts the 
problem situation and is prepared to undertake to resolve it. Next, the main problem 
and related problems are identified; this step can be arduous, requiring careful 
interrogation of the client or customer and other sources, lite problem, once 
identified, must be accurately presented, since good engineering design depends upon 
the specificity ol this statement. 

UK. | he design process continues with the generation of possible alternative 
solutions. Mere creativity comes fully into play as ideas are brought forward by a 
team of designers. In this phase of the work a number of design methods become 
available that can stimulate freer, unstructured thinking. Some of these are described 
later in this report. 

U°. Alter examination and application of the various approaches, the best solution, 
taking into account the constraints and ihe reconciliations that must be made, is 
chosen, and work is begun on a detailed design. Manufacture and assembly take place 
us the process continues, and feedback occurs on a continuous basis. The iterations 
will inevitably have repercussions on the design process as design is extended into 
manufacture and testing. In the testing and inspection phase, designers have an 
opportunity to see their creations in operation and lo make last-minute adjustments. 
If Ihe object designed requires construction al another site, this phase may be 
regarded as an extension of production. Finally, delivery to the customer of the 
product aiuFor its system takes place, which, in turn, alters the environment in some 
way. It can be seen thai, as activity progresses down the line, the scope for making 
changes diminishes. 



VII   ORGANIZATION OF 
DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT CENTRES 

140. Advanced design development is generally undertaken only in those areas 
where engineering problems can be recognized clearly and early. Such work may 
require basic and applied research, which may be conducted at design institutes. The 
purpose of such development work is usually to add to existing design information 
and to determine the economic viability ol" projects in the early creative stages or to 
provide feedback earlier in the process. The need for such work may also arise from 
error in design, lack of method or data. or. worst of all, lack of adequate 
specifications. 

141. A characteristic activity of design development is to reveal any discrepancy 
between performance and specification and to suggest ways of reducing or 
eliminating it. 

The aims and objectives of design centres 

142. lor the reasons given in chapter II. it seems desirable to introduce 
design/development centres as complementary to sectoral design centres. From an 
organizational point of view, design centres should be situated adjacent to industrial 
enterprises so that frequent direct personal interchange can take place and thus 
ensure a rapid feedback of information. For developing countries design centres 
should be of particular use in certain specific areas. These arc discussed below. 

Design adaptation 

143. The development of consumer durables and industrial components is usually an 
evolutionary process, and in the past it luis been fairly slow in developed countries. 
Successive versions of a product may differ as availability of materials, skills and 
customer preferences change. These differences are often quite small, and the effects 
can then be absorbed easily. Such work calls for design adaptation, and developing 
countries need to have development centres to ensure that adapted designs will really 
stand up io environmental conditions etc. A good example is a vehicle's suspension 
system, which might well need adaptation in order to be suitable for the terrain of a 
developing country. 

Design creation 

144. Large ami complex design projects are usually undertaken when an existing 
system of goods, services or information no longer fulfils the customer's need. The 

30 
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new project might be so remote from what is now possible that very deliberate means 
would be required to achieve its realization. In this situation, design creation is 
required, and development tends to become the critical phase of the process. 

145. Development work is necessary when parts of a system are being designed. The 
specifications to which a given part is being designed have generally been derived 
from a larger and more comprehensive project. Although there may be doubts as to 
how well this project has been designed, the number of uncertainties involved can be 
kept to a minimum if the performance of the part meets the specifications. Hence, 
hardware made to the design must be tested and, if necessary, changes made in it. 

146. Such large projects will not be undertaken initially in developing countries, but 
it must be borne in mind when setting up design/development centres that such work 
may have to be undertaken ultimately. Also, when parts are actually being made 
according to new designs, the first results are often poor. Typical reasons for this are: 
inadequate instructions, lack of skill, inappropriate tools, unsuitable materials, or 
merely that the method of manufacture is simply impractical. Obviously, not all such 
shortcomings can be corrected by changes in design, but whatever action is taken 
generally needs the support of design development. 

147. Finally, there will be need for development work when the system is put 
together for the first time. Interconnexions, which were imagined by the designer, 
now exist in reality as mating plugs and sockets etc. The performance of the system 
will have been deduced from earlier separate tests of several co-operating parts. The 
inputs to these parts were, in all probability, provided by signal generators (i.e. 
sources of electrical or mechanical power), and the outputs were fed into measuring 
instruments. 

Construction of experimental models or prototypes 

148. While prototype models are needed for experimental testing, the pilot models4 

that may have been made up during the design process to test for strength, vibration 
and deflection can be even more important. Experimental production workshops or 
prototype centres are needed for these tests. The main purposes of a prototype 
centre should be: 

To develop machines for serial production in the affiliated enterprises; 

To provide technical advice and service; to all enterprises in its vicinity; 

To improve the quality and performance of goods produced in the country; 

To render assistance in the design and production of tools and dies. 

If a prototype centre is to be truly successful, the local counterpart personnel should 
join the foreign experts as early as possible. 

149. The production of prototypes by design centres is possible in countries that 
have  already  achieved a certain  stage  of industrialization but where  factory 

4 
A pilot model is the first model, made in the best way possible, to check the feasibility of 

the design proposal. 
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organization and the quality of middle-level management need further development. 
The market should be large enough to absorb the output of serial production. 

150. Simple consumer goods such as household utensils, builders' hardware, 
furniture, stationers' goods, toys, plastic and rubber components should not be 
selected for introduction by prototype centres; only complicated and skill-requiring 
units such as machine tools should be chosen. These are demanded in great variety, 
are produced in batches on the same or at least similar machines, and are very 
suitable for introduction by a prototype centre. 

151. Before starting such a venture, all related questions should be fully clarified. 
These questions may concern the following: 

Availability of foreign co-operation ( technical assistance, licence documents); 

Means of financing of the project ( investment and recurring expenses); 

Availability of a suitable location (labour, power and water supply, transport); 

Form   of  organization   (responsibilities   for   technical  and   administrative 
matters); 

Availability of local co-operation (sub-suppliers and participating firms); 

Availability of a sales organization for the goods produced (e.g. a machine tool 
manufacturers' organization). 

152. In general, foreign co-operation with an industrially advanced country should 
be sought and maintained for a number of years. The financing of fixed capital costs 
is usually more easily secured than that to cover recurring expenses. Hence, budgets 
should be drafted about two years ahead to make sure that necessary funds will be 
allocated. It is very important to incorporate in the fundamental four main 
departments design, production, training and administration- the following 
sections: standardization (tool design, toolroom, tool maintenance), production 
planning, materials testing, and heat treatment. Skills and facilities in these lines in 
countries suited for a prototype centre generally require more serious upgradings and 
improvements. The quality of products of local supplies must be checked and 
improved as well as the performance of participating firms. 

153. When it has been decided to establish a prototype centre, the financing has 
been secured and all other questions clarified, care must be taken in selecting 
machinery, equipment and personnel. Machines and equipment must be suited to the 
climate and conditions of the country. Complicated and sophisticated machines 
should be used only if unavoidable, and then their maintenance and supply of spare 
parts must be ensured. When personnel is engaged, it should be assured that they not 
only have the required technical skills and know-how but also instructing and 
teaching qualifications. A qualified skilled worker is not necessarily also a qualified 
foreman. 

154. Before starting production in the centre, licence documents must be adapted to 
suit the conditions and possibilities of the country, and materials must be ordered in 
advance in sufficient quantities. Nevertheless, training and theoretical teaching can be 
started promptly. If at all possible, the metric measuring system should be adopted in 
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a developing country as early as feasible. The old system of iridies and pounds is 
being phased out; even the United Kingdom plans to change over to the metric 
system in 1975. Dimensions, tolerances, preferred sizes, material specifications 
selection of stock parts and many other tasks are the field of work for a 
standardization section. For inspection and testing, a carefully selected range of 
measuring instruments and facilities must be available, and the personnel must be 
trained to make use of them. 

155. The special tools, jigs and fixtures necessary for production either can be 
obtained from the licensing firms or. preferably, be designed and manu fact und in 
the centre. The toolroom of the centre will be expected to serve other enterprises 
also; hence it should be well equipped and neatly stocked with tool stoels of various 
dimensions and qualities as well as with other materials. The toolroom should be the 
first section of the centre to begin operations. 

156. The production of prototypes starts with pattern-making and the machining of 
components. Care should be taken, when machining cast iron, that it already be 
somewhat seasoned, and that some time elapses between rough and finish machining. 
Hardening facilities for steel components and for tools should be provided at the 
centre, so that a facility for testing hardness should be installed. The planning of 
early production should include provisions for sub-assembly of group components so 
that the workers can see how parts work together and where the maintaining of 
tolerances and surface finish are most important. Scheduling and checking of delivery 
dates for subcontracted parts is an inevitable must for the early stages of the centre. 
The final assembly of a machine tool, even if it incorporates a large proportion of 
imported components, will be an occasion for pride. 

157. In the early stages a prototype centre spends much time in training its 
personnel. This training must be extended later to the foremen of the participating 
enterprises as well as to designers, draftsmen and production-line personnel. The 
purchasing section must be made conversant with materials specifications, supply 
conditions and related subjects. The workers must be trained and retrained in the 
correct handling and reading of measuring instruments. 

158. The transfer of the production of components to participating enterprises 
could start soon, but not before the first two batches of a particular machine have 
been assembled at the centre. All potential sources of trouble must be fully checked. 
and all problems must be solved, whether they concern materials, production, 
tolerances, assembly, painting or packing. To the highest degree possible, production. 
assembly, testing and painting should be done as closely together as possible to avoid 
unnecessary transportation with its concomitant costs and delays. 

159. Testing requires special attention in developing countries; the right kind of 
measuring equipment and environmental test equipment must be available. In some 
cases special apparatuses are necessary. Aesthetic and biotechnological factors must 
also be considered in the final testing phase of prototypes. For consumer products, 
potential customers should be asked to try the products and comment on how well 
they serve their purpose and what, if any. eye appeal they have. 
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The introduction of prototypes into industry 

160. To achieve tlie maximum contribution to the economic development of an 
industry, the selection aiul production of the prototypes to be produced is very 
important. The main danger lies in developing "attractive prototypes" with no 
guarantee that the industry is really in a position to manufacture them, and perhaps 
without there being any real demand for the planned product in the country 
concerned. 

Ibi. This warning is necessary because often in developed countries products that 
have successfully passed prototype testing have been rushed into production only to 
result in a failure that has proved costly to put right. This often happens because the 
prototypes are constructed by very skilled litters, craftsmen and technicians who 
adjust the parts without feeding back to the designers information about the 
alterations that are made in the testing process. Furthermore, the plant capabilities in 
the factory are often vastly different from those of the machines in the experimental 
workshops that make the prototypes. Also, environmental testing and accelerated 
testing under extreme conditions of use may be ¿i requirement, as is usual with 
automobiles. Some automobile manufacturers even allow customer trials of 
prototype vehicles on actual roads before they undertake the production and sale of 
new models to the general public. 

The structure of design/development centres 

162. There are two ways of establishing design/development centres. The first is to 
set up a completely separate, self-contained organization containing all the necessary 
divisions, such as design, marketing, production (industrial) engineering, documenta- 
tion, laboratories, packaging and manufacturing. The second is to plan a centre 
closely connected with industry and training institutes, which has the necessary 
facilities to produce prototypes and which can make use of all manufacturing 
capabilities. 

163. There seems to be no reason why a training centre should not also b? placed 
alongside the design/development centre so that the latter becomes a teaching 
laboratory. The whole complex would then be responsible for new designs ai d their 
development as well as for training experts in industrial and engineering design and 
development and the whole gamut of industrial production. The logistics of the 
placement of individual industries and their relationships with one another is 
important to developing countries. The developing countries can learn much about 
industrial organization by observing the changes that are taking place in the countries 
where sophisticated technology is being developed, where take-overs and mergers 
lead to concentration and specialization. 

164. The advantages of the relationship of production plants to design and 
prototype centres should be carefully studied. There seems little doubt that one of 
the major educational and training failures of the developed countries in the field of 
engineering design has resulted from the divorcing of academic, theoretical training 
from "live" practical work. If this tendency could be avoided by developing 
countries that seek to establish all-embracing design cen'res, great benefits could 
accrue in the future. 
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165. Kor developing counlrics the setting up of centres of excellence rather than 
separate teaching/training centres would seem to be highly desirable. I hese centres 
could supplement existing teaching establishments by conducting short courses. 
seminars and symposia to keep the top designers up to date. Initially, il would be 
desirable for such centres to be set up with UNIDO expert help in establishing 
training programmes for the nationals. In this connexion, it is imperative that the righi 
kind of initial work be selected for the centres. As noted previousk. il would be sell 
defeating to try to produce the most advanced engineering items and lar better to 
start with the simple and very useful articles for day-to-day domestic use. 

Technical stuff 

166. Ihe most important asset of any organi/alion is ils staff: it is essential to select 
good technica. people who not only have adequate qualifications but also the 
necessary human qualities. It is recommended that candidates be given certain 
psychological tests, conducted by qualified persons, so that ihese qualities can be 
gauged. It would be the responsibility of die director of the centre to select a 
well-balanced team of technologists and technicians. A teaching aptitude tot would 
also be desirable, although not absolutely essential, but the candidates mist have 
good all-round industrial experieiu ice. 

167. In all probability, there will be an insufficient number of candidates with 
adequate qualifications and abilities in design and production. It is therefore 
recommended that UN experts be chosen to fill key positions initially. At a later date 
these positions can be taken over by local nationals when they have gained sufficient 
experience. 

168. It is vital to the well-being of such a centre of excellence that good salaries be 
paid that are above the equivalent offered by industry so as to avoid well-qualified 
staff being lured away. If such centres are realk to thrive, they must preserve their 
qualified manpower. Also, it is highly desirable for the good of the centre to allow 
the professional staff time off to do consulting work, so that I hey can keep in touch 
with the industrial practice and situation in their counlrics. 

16*). A further factor regarding technical staff is the ratio of technologists to 
technicians, that is. to para-professional engineers. Designers may well need to draw 
upon the expert knowledge of technologists such as mathematicians and 
metallurgists, but they also require technicians. In developed countries the ratio of 
technicians to designers varies according io the nature of the work, but a good 
average is two or three technicians to each designer. 

Buildings 

170. It is generally more satisfactory and less cosily in the long run to design and 
construct a new building rather than to try to modify an existing one to 
accommodate a design centre. Also, the selection of an appropriale site is easier after 
evaluation of the traffic and transport situation, as regards bolli stall and materials. 
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177. Drawing offices should lu- spacious ami open-plan in slvlc. wild the designers' 
offices plaeed rouml Ilio periphery. It is important to form the hitler with moveable 
partitions lo give added flexibility. In addition lo each senior designer's own 
workbench, there might in certain instances, he a need lor a separale mock-up and 
model shop to serve the whole design office. I Ins tacililv should he located adjacent 
lo Ihe main drawing office. 
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especially should make uso ol locallv available materials Value 
engineering   .nul   auahsis   ooukl   ho   nlih/oil   as   working   tools   l'or 
Components 

.' Il   lioonoos  aro   acquired   to  produce  articles  ot  torcigli design, local 
designers .nul production engineers should mako Ilio utmost uso ot tlioni 
to gain experience 

J Designers iniisl   ho   aoi|ii.niitoil  with   tho  manufacturing capabilities ot 
thon own ooiintrios aiul tho laeilitics thaï aio likoh to ho aililoil in the 
tuturo, m oidor lo oiisiire that lealistic ami viable designs aro proiliiooil. 
I hos must also pionioto knowledge ot relevant production lechnii|iics in 
thou own countries 

^ At   an   appropriato   timo.   pioiotvpe   manufacturing  shops  should   be 
established within desimi ilo\olupmont oontros to enable ilio designers to 
validate thou creations and gain oonfuloiioo in Ihoir work, whioh ootild bo 
exploited In industrv 

'v Duo altontiou should ho given to tramini: institutions, to tho philosophy 
ol designino to suit oiivnoiimonlal and social oonditions. and. 
particular^   ilio design thai lakes into account oconouiic factors 

\ iiuiiibor ol supervised travelling scholarships should ho established to 
enable both industrial and engineering designers troni developing 
countries to observe direct h anil paiticipale in the work ol design teams 
in other countries 

is 
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•V Seleeted personnel should he sent IH small ami medium-si/ed imliisln.il 

linns in developed ,ounines i,, ,1 . design loseaidi ilial is dneetb  lelated 

II'     piollll'lllS    l'HOMIUlti'IOll     III      I In1     lll'Vl-lopillL'    OOUIltlV     vMlkl'IIK'll.     .Uni 

e\peits  in   design   hoin  developed  v. mu 11 UN should  ho  invited  io give 
s|>onali/oil udvke .nul help VMIII doiiiestie li.iming. 

'». When iieeess.uv. sl.iudardi/aluMi and patent institutions sh^iM he 

iiiliodueed I hi' permanent e\Jiaiige ol leeliiiieal mloimation between 

mdiistiies in  developing and developed loiuitik's should Iv eueoui.u'ed. 

INO.   IO IMI  DI VI lolM |)(()| MRU s 

'• leehnieal assisi.mu' to t ho di-\ elopnig eouiilnes in the development o| 

design eapahilities should In- piovulod In uvruHiiig expeits toi the 
Hamuli1 ol loi/.il engiueeis .nul to i hiikiaiis 

líameos in  design  Moni »In- developing eouiilnes should he .uveptod m 
llidllstlial and rdikatlou.il ofg.mn'alions 

' Intomi.ition relevant lo design vvoik. meludmg edue.ilion .uni turning. 

should he suppled doti, diK\ il\   lo developing oiuntnos .uni to student- 
titilli Ihem. 

4. Consulting semées should he piovided tot spoetile design piohlonis 
eneounteied in developing eountnos 

IM.    KM NIDO 

I \pi-M assistami' in marki'l simevs should ho mado a\ailahlo lo ilio 

developing oountnos hioritv lists ol engineering prodikts designs eould 

ho established on Iho basis ut tho findings ol these sunevs. 

leeliiiieal assistami' to tho developing eouninos loi tho uiipio\oiiiont o| 
dosigli e.ipabilitios. based upon tho expeneiko ol tho developed 
oountiios. should ho provided. 

IOOIIIIIO.II assisi.uko in tho establishment ol engmeeiing and mdusinul 

dosici oontios on the national oi legional levels should bo provided It 

would bo o| ke\ miport.iuoo toi suoli oenlies to vvoik eloselv with 
mdtisliv. 

I nitod Nations e\peits should bo sont to dcioloping eounlnos lo ti.un 

looal poisonnol in iudustii.il dosigli and the pioihietion oí piototvpes 

\ssistanoo in sellili}! up patent \> stems should be inailo available on 
loquosl 

leeliiiieal intoiiiiation .uni teehiik.il books on tho latest dosici methmK 

piooossos and equipment should bo provided. 

Uesoareh work on methods loi ulontih nig and seleeting designei tramóos 
should bo sponsoied 

I NIDO should ooopoiate with U SID. Ill) and l M S«. ( ). through the 

medium ol then 11 .iinuii! piogiummos. in the inipio\ement of the design 
eapahililies ol the developing i ounines 
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Utter of transmittal to the 
Executive Director of UNIDO 

The Group uf Experts un the Development of Engineering Design Capabilities 
in Developing Countries, which met in Vienna from 11 to IS May 1970 at the 
headquarters of UNIDO, respectfully submits its report. 

All participants agree that successful industrial growth in developing countries 
depends to a considerable extent upon indigenous capacity to create and develop 
engineering design, as well as to adapt the designs of various kinds of products to be 
manufactured under licensing agreements in accordance with domestic needs. The 
engineering design capabilities of nearly all developing countries are either lacking or 
at early stages of development. To permit the optimal use of available technology, 
this capability should be increased in these countries, whatever their present level of 
development. 

In the course of the meeting we have discussed such important matters as the 
identification of areas requiring design, costs of design and problems of prototype 
production, training in design, problems in the organization of design centres in these 
countries, and the role of UNIDO in rendering technical assistance to these countries 
for the development of their capabilities in industrial design. We have also worked 
out recommendations on the future development of design capabilities ana the 
production of prototypes. 

We recommend that the attention of the Member Governments of the United 
Nations be drawn to this report, and that comments be invited. 

In submitting this report, wc have served in our personal capacities and not as 
official representatives of organizations or Governments. 

We thank the management of the Maschinenfabrik Heid A.G. for making it 
possible to visit their plant in Stockerau, and wish also to express our appreciation to 
the Industrial Technology Division of UNIDO for collecting and contributing the 
papers that formed the indispensable background for our discussions, for preparing 
the draft report, and for other help that made the preparation of the present report 
possible. 

(Signed) 

Members of the Expert Group 

v» 
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However, largely «for historical und sociological reasons, little original design work is donc. 
MoM of the larger and more important enterprises obtain their designs by collaborating with 
foreign enterprises, und many of the smaller ones merely attempt, with varying degrees of 
success, to copy foreign-made articles. Research and development work is done within some 
enterprises some of it with notabk success. However, the intensely competitive nature of Indian 
business makes most entrepreneurs unwilling to invest much time or capital in product 
development. Indeed, only one electronics company in India is known to follow the procedures 
of a progressive development programme. 

Nevertheless, both business and Government realize that something is wrong; even today, 
after a quarter of a century of national independence, technology must still be imported on a 
large scale. This problem is constantly discussed in the press and debated in Parliament. 

Another significant positive influence is the defence establishment, which is setting rigid 
standards of acceptability for its equipment purchases, furthermore, the Chief Inspectorate of 
llectronics is working to upgrade the quality of technical products manufactured in India. 

Of especial importance and of particular interest to the participants at this meeting is the 
new Institute for Design of Electrical Measuring Instruments, situated in Bombay. A UNIDO 
Project Manager was assigned to it in December 1968. Its plan o. operation, which was signed 
early in 1969, envisages a five-year programme costing US$ 833,000, with counterpart 
contributions of about the same amount. The project is to have seven UN experts and thirty 
professional persons on the counterpart staff, as well as about eighty non-professional Indian 
staff. Twelve fellowships will be offered. 

The facilities are to include a mechanical workshop, a heat-treatment shop, an inspection 
unit, an electroplating shop, a paint shop, a calibration and testing laboratory, a mechanical 
drafting office and a technical library. A training section will be set up for sixty trainees on three 
levels: engineers, supervisory staff and skilled workers. For short-term results, the education of 
young designers in advanced subjects in the field of technical instrumentation is to be attempted. 
This educational programme will be explained to the entrepreneurs at special meetings, and their 
suggestions or approval will be solicited. 

It is confidently expected that the work of this institute will stimulate Indian industrial 
design capabilities, thereby reducing the country's dependence on foreign sources of technology. 

In conclusion, while the Indian instrument companies are not. lacking in basic mechanical 
training and manufacturing ability, they are deficient in modern engineering management 
techniques as practised by the more industrialized countries. On the other hand, the Indian 
entrepreneur is exceptionally capable, and no one knows better than he what suits the Indian 
market at any given time. Assisting agencies, including UNIDO, should demonstrate methods that 
may be regarded as more advanced than those in current use, but the final decision as to what it 
to be done must naturally rest with the local entrepreneur. 

Inn 

Since industrialization is still in its early stages in Iran, no design centres have yet been 
created. Nevertheless, a gradual approach to engineering design is being made. For example, work 
is in progress to produce domestically designed machinery for the manufacture of welded beam». 

Ntf*rie 

The bulk of the new products manufactured and marketed in Nigeria are produced by 
enterprises that are the local representatives of foreign organization« The equipment and some of 
the raw material requirements of these firms are imported) the principal Nigerian contribution is 
the manpower required. This pattern lends to hold true of some firms jointly owned by Nigerian 
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and foreign capital. Enterprises of this kind process local raw materials such as cotton, oil seeds, 
cocoa and limestone. The local development of new products and the design and fabrication of 
prototypes are still in their earliest stages, but some interesting and ijotcntially important design 
work is being accomplished. 

The growth of universities in Nigeria in the ten years since national independence has given 
impetus to the steady growth of Nigerian technological manpower. Of the five universities in 
Nigeria today, three have successfully established really good engineering departments, albeit with 
limited fields of specialization. The University of Ile, a young institution, is presently developing 
its Chemical Technology Department, while the University of Ibadan is now planning to set up its 
own Institute of Technology. Meanwhile, Nigeria has continued to use the facilities for 
technological training provided by foreign institutions. Although the College of Technology of 
Nigeria has been training engineers for more than twenty years, institutions abroad have trained 
the bulk of Nigeria's technical and engineering manpower. 

The establishment of a centre for creative industrial design, with the corresponding 
workshops and laboratories for testing models and prototypes, in a developing country like 
Nigeria would give a decided impetus to this creative activity. The gain would be in applying 
these skills to the practical activity of industrial designing, fabricating and testing of new 
products. 

In setting up such a centre, advantage could be taken of the existing facilities which, when 
augmented, should be capable of attaining maximum scope and coverage of the local industrial 
scene. The Federal Institute of Industrial Research at Oshodi already possesses such facilities for 
thorough investigation of design problems. It maintains a design section which, although badly in 
need of funds for equipment, has succeeded in identifying and tackling fundamental design 
problems. If, on the other hand, such a centre is created separately, it will have the initial 
disadvantage of high start-up costs and the long-range effect of committing the United Nations to 
a protracted presence in Nigeria. A regional industrial design centre to satisfy the needs of several 
adjacent nations would curtail the undue proliferation of such centres in a small geographical 
legion and provide the advantages of scale and economy of costs. Furthermore, where such a 
centre is to operate for an appreciable '„ngth of time under the auspices of the United Nations, 
the argument that it be set up within an established research institution becomes compelling. 

Tunisia 

The problem of engineering design is not yet well recognized in Tunisia, since most of the 
existing industries are connected, more or less closely, with the industries of the more developed 
countries whkh supply them, or which have supplied them in past years, with the fundamental 
drawings of the parts to be produced. This dependency results from the fact that most Tunisian 
industries have come into existence relatively recently, that is, within the last ten years. For this 
reason, at present, Tunisian manufacturers still either do assembly from imported components or 
work on the basis of imported drawings. Consequently, no Tunisian industry has yet developed 
studies in the field jf engineering design; even for spare parts and special tooling, they still remain 
dependent on foreign industries. Some small attempts are being made to begin something new on 
a local basis, but these efforts are very isolated, primarily because of the nearly total lack of 
personnel qualified to do this kind of work. 

Perhaps the most apparent needs are still those connected with the manufacture of the 
spare parts needed for agricultural and textile machines, automobiles etc. Engineering design is 
thus limited to the copying of parts already known; it is only a question of discovering their 
characteristics and reproducing them in mechanical drawings. 

An industry that would provide even greater scope for industrial design is the manufacture 
of plastic articles for domestic use. Tunisia already has several establishments in this industry. 
There are also industries that produce kitchen utensils, household electrical appliances, and 
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.iHfKuMui.il .nul domestic tool*, ¡nul thai already need engineering «k^iftii departments. The 
manufacture »»I radio and television sets, which al present i* limited lo assembly from imported 
pails, may now IH- considered ready lor ihr linai production of certain components. 

I mallv, a general need is now strongly felt lor the conception and manufacture of the 
special tooting needed lo complement Ihe machine tooling used in the mass production of part» 
in Ihe above mentioned industries. 

In lumiia, Ihe tooling centre that is being established under IINIIH) protect TUN 27 can 
cope with the country's requirements during Ihe next four lo live years. but it is foreseeable that 
Ih»' need will arise lor a centre specialized more in the crealion of prototypes of local origin. 

The United Arab KVpuMk- 

litis country has K-en tndustttalizuig lapidly lor Ihe last fifteen years, largì- investments 
have been commilled lo building ami ei|uipping new lactones and new Industries, including the 
production of automotive vehicles, domestic appliances, agricultural machinery and steel. A great 
number of foreign licences loi (he pioducliou of valions manufactured ttonds have been 
purchased liom well t. non it foreign fu ins. I his tapid indtisliiaii/alion has brought many Item-fits 
to the country, Itul H has naliiially created a concomitanl series of ptoblems, one of the more 
inipoilaut »wing Ihe lack of engineers well enough qualified and with Ihe experience anti 
know how necessary for work with the licensed producís and processes. 

As in piaclically all othei developing counlm'%. prunaiy atlenlion had been paid lo Ila« 
election of suitable buildings. I« acquiiing Ihe besl up lodale eipiipmenl necessary for 
production, and lo pioducliou itself. These are important concerns, but others, such as design 
development and production engineering, have Ivon neglected, tesiilting in some casis in 
ohi fashioned piodlicls and non-economic pioducliou. 

lite first slep taken by Ihe liovcrnmcnl lo overcome these difficulties was to strengthen 
ami increase the capacity of various naming centres, technical schitolsand universities. At present 
a sizabk- numlH'i of young experts are Ivmg furnished to industry. 

Ihe creation, with Ihe assistance of UNIDO and of the United Nations Development 
Programme S|HVI.II I und (UNDIVSI ». of ihe I ngincenng and Industrial Design Development 
«Vnliv ti lUHt'l, in l'ano, is .mollici effort lo help imhisiti.il enterprises in design and 
development and production engmeetmg activities, and to provide a place lh.it can serve as a 
model foi siiitil.it departments m lactones, as well as one where engineers are able to obtain 
expenence. 

IV l'entre is a seivice to industry protect and. to Ihe extent possible, concéntrales il« 
efforts on producís that are needed in increasing quantities. Il liants experts in design and 
development ol sciiallv pioduccd products, m prototype execution and testing as well as in 
planning, technological piocessmg and tooling «I the production by doing the actual job for 
smauVi or biggei woikshops and lactones. 

Hie pcimaucul stall of the l'entre is composed ol both national and UNIDO engineers. 
I1ie> assist experts from the shops ami lactones m which specific |obs an- being done Ihe work 
is performed either on the premises of ihe 1'etilre or m the lai tories. In the first case, after the 
fai lory engmeeis have had advice or naming al Ihe t'entre, they return to then plants, taking 
with them Ihe documentation prepared in Ihe Centre to complete then work In Ihc second case. 
I ll»IK' engineers go regularly to ihe factories, where they advise and assist factory personnel. In 
addition, a number of rumor engineers are employed at the Centre, where they work in various 
divisions to acquire Ihe preparation lor (heir own areas of specialization. I ater I hey may he 
transferred to the corresponding departments in shops and factories. 

Centre assistance lo Ihe factories is granted on Ihe condition that Ihe latter set up design 
and development and engineering departments, if these do not already exisl. which CIHIM laler 
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assume   the  task hi-fim  by  tlK- Centre,  thus  making  poss.hle  future  independent   produci 
development ¡mil organization of production. 

In addition lo ,ts management, I IDIM consists of lour substantive divisions, devoted 
respectively (,. pioducl development, uuliisiriul design, engineering, and prototype execution. 

The Products IVvelopmenl Division handles all aspects of development and design ol a 
variety ol pr.Hlui Is when these ate I., he nuiiufacluiod in g,c;,l quantities Uhal is, bv serial or 
mass prodiulu.nl. Il provides the I i.gmceiu.g D,v,s.o„ of ihe (entro, o, other faetones ami 
shops, will, technical documentation (cons.stmg ol assembly and dela.l drawings, pa.ts lists and 
spccluallons). When re,,„esled. ,1 can .onstruc anü u.„ inoU(lv|,,s. ,opellK.r wl„, |hi. 
Industrial I Vs.«., D,v,s,on .1 .s rcspoiiMble lo, the aesthetic as «ell as the functional „uaht.es of 
products. 

The Standardization Section of this Division is responsible lot mi.oducing national and 
international standards in designing .,s well as iediu.il>!. through the tenues internal standards 
and regula!.o„s, the numU'r ol a meal vanetv ol p.uisusod nf pi.-dm Is. A furlhei .esponsibihtv 
ol the d.v.s.on ,s lo supply ,11 | ||)|)( exports «Ml. ueossa.y dala concerning palenls and to 
secure patents Kir produels and processes invented al the Centre. 

The development and design work m this division .s ol(Wnizod int.. various design groups 
thai have Iwen lormed lo aeeoiunuHlale various »roups ol products. UNIDO experts are attracted 
to the management of ihe d.vis.ou and serve as consultants io | ,|s „odious and groups. 

Ihe Produels lk-velopme.it Division is also responsible lor Ihe Technical Documentation 
Archive, which prints, stotes. distributes and records leehnieal documents. 

lite Industrial Design Division handles.. in dose eo opci.uiou with the Produels 
Development Division, all aspeéis of creating the external form of ptoduels designed at the 
(entre ot, when necessary, outside of it Sketches, phoiog.aphs. models (made of elav plaste. 
wo.nl and other convenient niateiialsl ole. ptepated m this division help m choosing Ihe best 
model, thus enabling the Ptoduels Development D.v.s.on lo propine the mvessatv doeumeiilation 
lor lutine production 

Hie Industrial Design Division coopoialcs will, specialized institutions outside the Centre 
and with then experts m otdei lo utili/e ilici, skills and experience. 

Ihe Ingiiieering Division is tesponsihle foi production engineering and loi the planning and 
evaluation of production. It is concerned only with ptoduels thai ate l.» be produced on a serial 
or mass-production basis in specific shops oi faclot.es. Ihe technical documentation (drawings) 
ol produels that ...e lo IH- handled by Uns division may come from Hie Ptoduels Development 
Division or directly from a shop oi factory, m which case Ihe »Diet divisions are not concerned. 
In huth cases, however. drawings, specifications, pails lists etc. should already have been proved 
through the construction and testing of prototypes. 

Illese tasks are purely seiv.ee to indiistty work, and the division performs them through 
the following sections: 

The Production Planning and Processing Section, which 

Prepares processing sheets for ihe parts to he produced, giving all necessary data 
needed, such as sequences of operations lor manufacturing and data concerning 
equipment and tools. 

I ists incessi.y machine tools and equipment on the basis of data received »rom the 
processing sheets and linie-stiidy charts; 

Makes machine tools and equipment layouts, 

P»«»KHíS Ihe organization of production. 

The Time Study and Cost I valuation Section, which 

Ifclcrmmcs Ihe working lime to. each phase of production on the basis of technical 
drawings and processine, sheets for each part and produci; 
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I valuates the cost of production lor each operation, part and produci on the basis of 
dala about the enterprise where the production is going to lake place and documents 
received from the other division« and sections. 

The Tool Design Section, which 

IX-signs non-standard tools, dies. ngs, lis.turcs, gauges und special equipment 
necessary lor production: 

lakes care of and helps in the production and testing of tools designed by them, and 
supervises the initial production together with planning and processing engineers. 

The Standardization Section, which 

Supplies the division with national and foreign standards dealing with the processing 
and tooling, and standardizes, so far as possible, parts, materials, semi-finished 
pnuluels. standard parts etc. of the tools to be designed and produced both within 
the (entre and outside of it 

The Technical Library, which 

Acquires, stores and records the necessary technical books and documents and makes 
them available to the experts. 

IINIIX) experts are attached to the management of the divisions, serve as consultants and 
give h**lp to all sections. 

The Prototype 1 xeeution Division (prototype workshop I is responsible for producing both 
prototypes and tools, this being the most suitable and economical system during the formative 
period of 11DDT. 

The prototypes are constructed on the basis of the technical documentation received from 
the Products Development Division, with which there must be close collaboration during the 
construction and testing period. The Prototype Ixecution Division is responsible for organizing 
the testing of prototypes. Iliis work is carried out in collaboration with the Products 
Development Division. 

Prototypes may also »v constructed tin the basis of drawings that originate outside of the 
Centre, in which case the Prototype Ixeeution Division deals directly with the corresponding 
outside designers. 

Some of the nonstandard tools required for serial production outside the Centre are also 
constructed in the tool-room of the prototype workshop, according to its capacities and on the 
basis of the documentation received from the Tool Design Section of the engineering Division, 
with which the Prototype I xeeution Division co-operates closely. 

The duties of this division are performed through 

The Prototype Department, which 

Does the machining, welding and assembling of prototypes. 

The Tool and Die Department, which 

Builds up non-standard tools, dies, fixtures, gauges etc. and does machining on its 
special machine tools, heat treatment, fitting jobs and the sharpening of cutter». 

The Inspection Department, which 

Performs all metrologica!, metallographic, metallurgical and chemical test» and 
analyses within and outside the Centre, according to need; 

Does all necessary inspection of parts and materials for the Centre on the basis of the 
technical documentation: 

Assists in solving, when necessary, inspection problems that arise in shop« ou I side the 
Centre. 

The Materials Sture, which 

Stores, handles and keep records of the materials and tools of the division. 
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UNIDO expert» arc >iiached to the management of the division and serve as consultant«, to 
its sections and groups. 

On the basis of the organization and principles described above, the actual work of the 
Centre is organized in two ways: 

<l) It concludes contracts for long-term co-operation with factories which call lor its 
assistance in improving the organization ol departments of design and development 
and ol engineering, if they exist, or starting them if they do not. In addition 
concrete problems of design and redesign of products during production as well as 
problems concerning the organization of planning, processing and tooling of 
production, arc handled in co-operation with the personnel of the factories. 

(2) Products that the management of the Centre find are needed on the market arc 
designed independently of the factories. It is the responsibility of the Centre to find 
suitable manufacturers Tor such items. (I xumples are electric irons, solar water 
heaters and cigarette lighters.) 

The Centre has had no difficulty in Unding real tasks to handle. Its experts were welcomed 
when IIDDC was introduced to the factories and after factory chairmen and technical managers 
had been made thoroughly acquainted with its possib.lities. Several meetings between the Centre 
and factory managements were organized initially by the Ministry of Industry to familiarize 
laclory personnel with the purpose of the Centre 

Since-unsolved production problems in such areas as processing, production planning and 
tooling .nfluence the productivity and quality in practically every factors the Centre is 
frequently approached with requests t.. provide assistance in solving them. The question ol 
lurthcr development of products has been of secondary importance, owing partly to restricted 
imports and the protection of local industry and partly to the fact that production problems 
requiring immediate solutions absorb nearly the entire time and effort of the insufficient number 
ol engineers and technicians in the factories. Nevertheless, the concepts of design and 
development arc gaining increasing strength, and the efforts of the Centre in these fields are 
beginning to bear Iruil. In order to explain the problems of product development, the (entre i. 
preparing to give courses. In 1968/1969 a booklet .riving data about the (entres activities was 
prepared and distributed among the industrial enterprises of the country. 

As noted above, industry has been adversely affected by the lack of experienced engineers 
and the Centre has also suffered from ihis dearth. Hence, one policy adopted has been to accept 
many young, newly graduated engineers and to let them work on the actual problems of the 
lactones, together with UNIDO experts and the smaller number of more experienced national 
senior engineers. This policy has proved successful and after a certain period of time a number of 
younger, experienced engineers will be available. 

The experience gained with I IDDC should be useful in planning new centres in other 
countries, since the basic principles concerning design and development activities are the same It 
is important to make the future working programme of the institution quite clear: that is to 
decide whether it is to take care of processing industries and unit production or of serially 
produced products, since the way of working and the training of experts is completely different 
lor these two different jobs. If it is possibk- to specialize the projects even more in the future (for 
example, automotive, machine tools or domestic appliances), so much the belter, but m most 
cases this would be unlikely. 

It is important to emphasize that such centres are conceived to work and co-operate with 
industry, that is. in the plants and factories, and not to become parts of administrative bodies. 

In this connexion, it might be advisable in some cases to attach the projects to existing 
large lactones that have a number of sub-suppliers and that are of great importance to the 
economy oí the country. Such a solution should result in the establishment of strong design and 
development departments, as well as engineering (processing, tooling, time siudy ) activities in the 
mother ' factory. It ought certainly to result in stimulating the creation of similar organizations 

and ideas among the smaller sub-suppliers. 
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In the present case, Ih« idea of having both a Design and Development l>ivision and an 
l'ngineering Division In take care «f Ine production problems ol the factories has proved lo be 
very successful, since the exchange ol opinion between designers and processing and tooling 
engineers during the design period is ol the utmost importance. In addition, unsolved current 
production problems in the lactones now preoccupy factory personnel so much that they wed 
help; if leti without it. they simply could not devote enough lime to developing llieir products. 

Too much attention has been paid in the past to the establishment of large and 
weH-equipped prototype workshops. Almost everywhere the prototype workshops are sections of 
the design and development offices and .serve designers as a means of checking their drawings, 
both in dimension and function. Nevertheless, organizing the capacities of workshops to suit the 
number of designers and Ine ouantity of design work is rather diffidili, especially when I he 
designers are practically without e\penence and when the products are rather simple. In many 
cases, when co-operating with the factories, 11 DIX' has found I hem willing and able to produce 
their own prototypes. The logical conclusion would In- to establish only small piotolype 
workshops with basic equipment, and to use to the maximum the various already existing shops. 
factories, training centres and other facilities, and to all«>».itc as much funds as possible for 
UNIIK) experts and fellowships. 

As a conclusion, il should be emphasized that engineering and industrial design 
development centres could be very useful institutions in starling and creating design and 
development activities m developing countries, provided they are given the necessary support and 
understanding by their (iovernmcnls and ire supplied with able and experienced international 
experts. 

On.the other hand, it would be sell defeating to expect that such relatively small 
institutions (having 25 to M) engineers, corresponding to the development department of a 
medium-si/ed factory) could solve the design and engineering problems of the country's entire 
industry. Miracles m the field of product design and development aie not happening anywhere, 
but these projects should rea onably be expected to achieve the following goals 

To establish a model of good Organization and to spread the idea of the importance of the 
development work; 

To stari the nuclei of similar institutions m tin lactone«, ami 

To train a number of engineers, thus making possible the cutilmualiun of their work «hen 
Ine lIniled Nations assistance, normally in the early stages of development, is discontinued. 



Annex S 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 
«»HCNMCAL EQUIPMENT RECOMMENDED FOR A TYPICAL 

DESIGN/DEVELOPMENT C ENTRE 

When selling up a design/development eenlro. a skeleton organization of Hie lype slum«, in 
I igure 2 is reeominended. While it is imponible io IM .,11 of die equipment that might In- 
KipireJ in mit-h eentres. the following lists etmluin moM of ihe essential items. I he name* of 
manufacturer* ate given only where they apply. 

* I allies 
<Seh*uMtn I«2 VM» 

S ÌtH»lrfwker latht» 
iSehMibhti 102  W) 

5 Tootnwktff Ulrte« 
(tfcrtw|§w2i 

Coolant equipment 
Set of atflels 
»rill ehuek 
Driving plate 
.1-jaw ehuek 
4-jaw ehuek 
(¡rinding attachment 
lace plate 
Steady rest 
Movable steady rest 

Set of collets 
Drill ehuek 
Driving piai 
-*-jit« ehuek 
niread-chasing attachment 
Milling aitai limoni 
t¡rindine. altaeliment 
Turret atlaehmcnl 
Conn.il turning attachment 
Spherical lurning allaehinent 

Set ofeollels 
Drill ehuek 
I'uee plate 
J-jaw ehuek 
4^awehuek 

(«I 
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2 Tootaafcer lathes 
(SdMuMto 70) Set of civets 

Drill chuck 
Steady rest 
Driving plate 
3-§aw chuck 

îhÈÊm 
(iMKMet 4 SO) Coolant equipment 

Set of collets 
Face plate 
Driving plate 
Steady rest 
Drill chuck 
H¡»* ehuek 

(MlHlhn Itfl Coolant equipment 
3-jaw chuck 
Face plate 
Steady rest 
Movable steady rest 
Driving plate 

lUtfM 
(MRf M§ Coolant equipment 

Face plate 
Steady rest 
Movable steady rest 
Conical turning attachment 
Drill chuck 
3-jaw chuck 
4-Jaw chuck 
Driving plate   ' 

MCMMN (aVhwMla I)) Coolant equipment 
Universal table 
Vertical milling head 
Set of collets 
Parallel vice 
3-jaw chuck 
Rotary table 
Dividing equipment 

UriumMbl W Coolant equipment 
Swivel parallel vici- 
Sei of collets 
3-jaw chuck 
Vertical milling head 
Rotary table 

2 Unwerut tntting: mac Mm i 
(ftxb Ito) Coolant equipment 

Vertical milling head 
Parallel vice 
Set of collets 
Slotting heatl 
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and Vocational Training 
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Turin, Italy 
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International Council of Societies of 
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iOSQlrusselt, Belgium 
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I MttM-putpoae machine 
(Meyer ma lunjer) 

4 
(Gack) 

Coolant equipment 
Hi w chuck 
Face plate 
Steady rest 
Dividing equipment 
Set of cotteti 

Machine vice 

1 
<vo* Rari SH 50Q> véce 

1 
(Mikron 102) 

I Surface grinding machine 
(Macacrkl   7) 

I Surface-grinding machine 
«Tripel MHf 500) 

I CyNn*teal pHnáMf mKMae 
(Studer-l/univerui) 

(Ttctmtti HTC 400/univcri*l> 

I rJtgnving machine 
iGMI/l 

Coolant equipment 
Cutter support 
Set of cotteti 
1st of cutters 
Set of exchange gean 

Coolant equipment 
Minette chuck 
Universal vice 

Coolant equipment 
Magnetic chuck 
Dial indicator 
Wheel-balancing device 

Coolant equipment 
Bill indicator 
Wheel-balancing device 
Internal grinding attachment 
Steady rest 
Set of collets 
faceplate 
Grinding vice 

Coolant equipment 
Dial indicator 
WheeHjalancinf, device 
Internal grinding attachment 
Magnetic chuck 
S^awchuck 
Faceplate 
Set of collet* 
Grinding vice 

DMdmghead 
Vice 
Set of template« 
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1 (¿paving machine 
<Graf««uph IT) 

1 tana saw 
<Mae«imer Record SM 320-W 

1 Sere w-i ut ting luthc 
60 mm diameter (Luthy) 

S Surface plate» 

1 RiHial boring machóle 
«X'iiikon) 

2 Dritfing machine« 
(Adera 22 S  1 VR» 

2 OrilKng machine* 
(leMmann P- 18) 

2 Drilling machines 
(Fdhmann Ti 8) 

1 Driihng machine 
(Adera 10 K  2) 

DriMtng machinc 
( Atiera 10 Kl) 

1 Drilling machine 
(Acten éK-H 

1 Tapping machine 
(Adera ET 3) 

I Drilling machine 
(Adera E  3» 

I Hand shearing machine 
(von Arx) 

I Hand bending machine 

I Tube-bending machine 
(•Hurt AG) 

I Suiting saw 
(Adige P-60» 

1 Power hack-saw 

2 Artxx pm*ei 

Dividing head 
Vie* 
Set of templates 

Coolant equipment 
Dr* chuck: 0  13 mm 
DfHhO  22mm 

Coolant equipmcr ; 
DriH chuck: 1-13 mm 
Drills: 1   18 mm 

DrHI chuck: I   8 iam 

Coolant equipment 
Double spindle 

Coolant equipment 
Drill chuck: 0   10 

DrHlchuck:0 6 

Dt*, chuck: «-3 
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B, To<it-grmdtng section 

I Tool-grinding machine 
(Kellenberger 57  Wl 

I l inversai tool-grinding 
machine 
(DuNed  5*4) 

I i'litler-grinding machine 
(Kuhlmann SI   2) 

I Toot-grinding machine 
(Hanger Senior) 

•4 Tool grinder 
(Hanger) 

I Polishing machine 
(Reishauer) 

Coolant equipment 
Dividing equipment 
Internal grinding attachment 
Machine vice 

Coolant equipment 
Dividing head 
Vice 
•••• PSWWBFWWW  Wille 

Coûtent equipment 
TWrt drtH-gfindini attachment 

C\ Testing and control room 

I Measuring machine (SIP Type MUL 300) 
t Fkvtronic length measuring instrument: 1/10,000 
I universal hardness tester (Hauser) 
I Profile projector (Mauser) 
t Temperature-humidity recorder 
I (.ear tooth caliper 
Gear tooth micrometers: 0- 50 mm 
Thread micrometers: 0  50 mm 
Slip gauges, quality DIN 1: 0.5   100 mm 
Slip gauges quality DIN 0: 0.5-50 mm 

I Measuring cylinder 
I Sine bar 
I Height gauge: 600 mm 
1 Suri ace plate, scraped: 400 X 500 mm 
2 Control benches, with illuminated magnifiers 

(TESA) 

D Measuring tools (in tool crib, for general purposes) 

4 Precision calipers: 200 mm (TF.SA) 
2 Depth gauges: 150 mm (TESA) 
4 Precision micrometers: 0   25 mm (TesaMaster) 
2 Precision micrometers: 25   50 mm (TesaMaster) 
2 Precision micrometers: 50  75 mm (TesaMaster) 
2 Precision micrometers: 75-100 mm (TesaMaster) 
I Set, inside micrometers: 6-100 mm 
I Set. depth micrometers: 0-25 mm 
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6 DM indicators: 1/100 mm 
1 DM indicator: 1/1,000 mm 
2 Lever indicators: 1/10 
4 Measuring magnifiers 

Magnetic star.ds for disti indicators 
1 Hand revolution counter 

Omtgcs ana control instruments 

I Set, plug gauges: mini-maxi: 4-16 mm diameter 
i Set, thread gauges, plugs (go/no go): M 2  M 20 
I Set, thread gauges, rinp M 3-M 20 
1 Set, taper gauges: 0 4 (Morse) 
) Precision straightedge 
2 Star prisms 
I Control prism 
i Spirit level, square 
I Spirit level, straight 
3 set, feeler gauges 
4 Sets, radius gauges, concave-convex: I  23 mm 
4 Sets, thread-pitch gauges: metric-English 
1 Set, thread gauges (universal gauges to grind cutting tools) 
2 Slide rutes (for tolerances) 
4 Measuring tapes: 2 m 
1 Measuring tape: 20 m 
10 foot rules: 200 mm 
I rule: 1 m 
5 Precision straightedges 
1 Set, fitter's squares: 200 X 130 mm, 300 X 110 mm, 500 X UK • 
5 Precision try squares 
5 Precision try squares with bevelled edges 
5 Try squares for toolmakers 
2 Precision angle gauges (TESA) 
2 Universal angle-setting devices 
1 Centering puge 
4 Precision tracing height gauges 

Kkctrivat control equipment 

4 Multimeters (CEMA IV) 
2 Galvanometers (EMA) 
I Galvanometer (Phywe) 
I Wattmeter (Chauvin) 
I Luxmcter (Gossen) 
1 Instant thermometer (QUARZ T-5) 
I Ph-Metcr, measuring electrodes 

E. Fitter-e<|uipment (personal hand tools) 

24 Workbenches with 48 vices 
48 Tool cases with 4 drawers each, fixed under the workbenches, 

J Universal caliper: 250 mm (TESA) 
I Micrometer: 0-25 mm (TESA) 
I Revelled straightedge 
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I Try square with bevelled edges 
1 Measuring tape: 2 m 
1 Foot rule: 200 mm 
I Centre punch 
4 Screwdrivers 
I Marking scriber 
6 Chasers 
I Bench brush 
I File brush 
I Brush, round 
I Brush, flat 
1 Divider 
4 Precision pliers 
2 Chisels 
1 Hammer: 200 g 
1 Hammer: 500 g 
I Hand cutting tool 
I Parallel clamp 
I Hack-saw 
I Oil pump 
I Pair of soft-jawed pliers 
I Pair, safety goggles 
IS Fites: various sizes and shapes 
I Oilstone 

F. General html ionia: 

5 Gripping clamps 
I Set, forged presses: 60-125 mm 
1 Set, carpenter's presses: 100-400 mm 
2 Sets, double-ended spanners: 6-36 mm 
1 Set, double-ended spanners: 5/16 in   I in 
2 Sets, spanners: 4- 7.5 mm 
1 Set, socket wrenches: 5-32 mm 
2 Sets, socket wrenches with plastic handles: 2   10 i 
4 Sets, Allen keys: 1.5- 12 mm 
2 Spanners (hook type): 180 and 250 mm 
2 Sets, Philips screwdrivers: No. 01 -4 
4 Sets, screwdrivers 
4 Sets, watchmaker's screwdrivers 
4 Sets, offset screwdrivers 
2 Sets, dynamometric screwdrivers 
2 Universal pliers 
4 Side-cutting pliers 
4 Flat-nose pliers: 120 mm 
4 Round-nosed pliers: 120 mm 
4 Long-lever, round-nosed pliers 
2 Long-pip pliers: 200 mm 
4 Adjusting pliers, straight 
4 Adjusting pliers, bent 
1 Set, circlips pliers: inside and outside 
I Multi-grip pliers 
1 Pipe longs: 3 in 
1 Vice-grip pliers: 175 mm 
2 Cable stripper 
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4 Tweezers: pointed and straight 
4 Tweezers: bent 
4 Tweezers: with needle points 
1 Universal spring winder 
2 Sheet-metal cutters (lor holes) 
2 Goldsmith's scissors 
2 Lever cutters 
I Set, paper scissors 
1 Set, carpenter's tools 
3 Sets, various hammers: steel, ptoslic, rubber, wood, lead 
Flat chisels 
Cross chisels 
Groove chisels 
2 Sets, chasers 
1 Set, pulley und bearing pullers 
1 Set, 3-leggcd puller for diameters up to 200 mm 
2 Sels, screw removers 
2 Sets, tap removers 
4 Sets, hand knurling tools 
4 Sets, numbering punches: 2  5 mm 
4 Sets, lettering punches: 2  5 mm 
1 Set, templates (letters and numbers): 60 mm 
100 Sets, tool tokens 
1 Electroscriber for metals 
10 Sets, taps and dies: M 1   M 16 
2 Sets, laps and dies/pipe threads: 1/8 in- I in 
I Set, broaches for keyways 
Various sizes and shapes of hack- and fret-saws 
lü Sets, hand reamers: 0 20 mm 
10 Sets, tapered reamers: 2 - 9 mm 
10 Sels, adjustable reamers: 6  20 mm 
Various brushes of different shapes 
Various oilstones and Arkan .as stones: square, round and triangular 
10 Triangular scrapers 
6 Mat scrapers 
6 Hand engravers, burnishers 
6 Soldering irons: various sizes 
Safety goggles to, : soldering, welding and gftmttftf 
Files of special shapes and sizes 
20 Sets, watchmaker's files 
2 Electric hand-drilling machines (Perles) 
I Electric hand grinder 
1 Electric plastic-welding device 

G. Machine cutting look 

5 Sets, shell-end mills: 30- 80 mm diameter 
5 Sets, shell-end mills for roughing: 50 63 mm diameter 
6 Sets, cylindrical cutters: 50-63 mm diameter 
10 Sets, end mill cutters with cylindrical shank: 2 flutes 
10 Sets, end mill cutters with cylindrical shank: 4 and more Ilutes 
4 Sets side and face cutters, plain and staggered teeth: 0.4-15 mm 
2 Sets, gear cutters, module 0,5  3 mm 
2 Sets, gear cutlers (generating): M 0.3 2 
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<» Sets, I   slot cutlers: 2   12 min 
5 Sets, counterborers, with guides: 5.1»   30.5 mm diameter 
5 Sets, counterborers, with guides: 5.1>   14,5 mm diameter 
Various double and single angle eut ter» 
Various radius cutters: concave and convex 
4 Sets, slitting saws 

Drills 

It) Set«, twist drills tor steel: 0.3  2U mm diameter: steps 0. I mm up lo IU mm 
5 Sets, twist drills tor brass: 2   10 mm diameter; steps U.I mm 
3 Sets, twist drills tor aluminium: 2   10 mm diameter 
4 Sets, twist drills, cemented, carbide tipped: 6   20 mm diameter uuiiunuuuui 
4 Sets, twist drills tor steel: I Id in   I in diameter 
10 Sets, machine taps: M 2  M Ml 
IU Sets, machine reamers: I.4H   20 mm diameter: tor various materials and tolerances 

Turning looh 

10 Sets, tool bits iHSS»: 8X8 mm, 10 X 10 mm. Ih X 16 mm, 20 X 20 mm 
5 Sets, thread-cutting tools (Hanger) 60° and 55° 
15 Sets, lacing tools: left and right 
10 Sets, parting-off tools: various sizes 
Various cemented carbide cutting tools tor roughing, finishing, outside and inside turning 

Miscellaneous machine toots 

2 Sets, reduction sleeves, steel and plastic 
3 Sets, knurling tools: di lie rent systems 
3 Sets, disc-cutting tools tor up to 200 mm diameter 
4 Sets, turning arbors: 3   20 mm diameter 
2 Sets, grinding arbors: 3  20 mm diameter 
3 Sets dogs (carriersi tor up to 80 mm diameter 

H. Heal treatment 

I I lectrical furnace, with timer (Sated  Type 10 S 42) 
I I lectrical furnace, with salt bath (Sated  Type h) M 3«> 
I I lectrical furnace with air circulation (Sated   Type fe Si 30) 
I Container with quenching oil 
I Container with quenching water 
1 Potassium bath 
1 I xhausl fan 

I. Weldény wetkm 

2 Mobile gas welding sets (Continental) 
I Arc-welding generator (Brown-Bove ri) 

I. Ptmrtng and und-Mutfaig section 

I Spray-painting cabin iNapp. Zürich) 
I I lectnc oven 
1 Sand-blasting cabin I Bremor Mb 40) 
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K. Hvclroptating section 

I lectroplating plant (lanebcin und Planhauseri 
Water purification plani 
Refrigerator 
IAhaus! system 

L. Smithy 

I urnace. with exhaust system 
Anvil 
Blacksmith's vice 
Various hammers and longs 

M. Sheet metal seititm 

I Sheet-bending machine 
I Trimming press 
I Nibbling and shearing machine 
1 Creasing machine 
2 Workbenches, with vices 
Various hand tools, soldering irons ele, 

N. Carpentry wction 

I Ciicular saw 
I bund saw 
I Drilling machine 
1 Belt grinding machine 
1 I ret-sawing machine 
2 Sets ot carpenter's hand tool* 
2 Carpenter's workbenches 
1 Planer thicknesser 
I Moulding machine, with dovetailing attachment 
I lool grinder 
I Circular hand saw 
I Hand cbain-morti/ing machine 
I Mitre saw 
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Thaw is increasing awareness «hat, for the success of industrial growth, the developing 
countries muit d«pend to • considerable extent on their capability to create and adapt industrial 
design te meet local requirementi. The indiscriminate adoption of existing designs it often 
unsuccessful and afMom kadi to the seat use of available raw materiato, machinery or manpower. 
This is particularly evident in cases where available technology on which certain designs are eased 
is not suitable to local needs or conditions We therefore believe-and this view has been 
supported by the Industrial Development Board that the design capability of a developing 
country should be developed to a degree that will permit it to keep pace with its industrianeatJon 
efforts. We réalité that, in many such countries, these capabilities are still at a very early stag«, 
and that efforts to create industrial design are in their infancy. It has been urged that particiliar 
attention be given to such important considerations as assuring that the design is functional, 
practical and in harmony with the environment. Good design should be adapted to the prevailing 
ebmatte conditions as well as assure the reliability of the product. Finally, design should be 
aesthetically pleasing; this is a very important consideration, not only for local markets but even 
more for foreign markets. 

Considerable work has been done in many countries to make products suitable to the local 
cimate ; the adaptation of equipment to tropical conditions is now considered largely a matte« of 
routine. Even so, the appropriate design of adequate cooling and ventilation devices, particularly 
heat-generating equipment, must be continuously under study. 

Another important factor that must be considered in product design, and one often 
imposed on the designer through import controls, is the need to use local raw materials and 
components. This restriction should be given attention in new design or the adaptation of 
existing design. This is an important problem that we hope you will discuss in depth during your 
deliberations. The major potential contribution of UNIDO to developing countries in the field of 
design capability is assistance in the establishment of engineering design centres. Notable 
examples are the Institute for Design of Electrical Measuring Instruments in kn.lia, which deals 
with the design, production, testing and quality control of electrical measuring instruments, and 
the Engineering and Industrial Design Development Centre in the United Arab Republic, which 
was established in 196« for the design and production of prototypes or engineering products. In 
Tunisia, UNIDO is assisting in the establishment of a centre for the development of prototypes 
and the production of metal-cutting tools, dies and metrologica] instruments. Other institutes 
whose aim it to give assistance to developing countries in design are being organised in the 
Philippines and in Singapore. 
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Il i* the dewe oí UNIDO I»» enlarge it« assistance lo Ihe developing countries in order lo 
increase Iheii proficiency in engineering design. We hope that you will point Ihe way lo Ihe most 
suitable mean« ol' transferring Ihis know-how lo those countries Hut have reached u level of 
industrialization at which the development of their own de*ign capabilities would ((really 
conlrirotte lo their «elf-sufficiency. 

Statement by 0. V. Sm&tity. Chief of the 
En|inc*riiHi Industrie» Section of UNIDO 

U'l me outline briefly Ihe lank KM oro us and make a lew suggestions a» lo how thè« work 
J might be«! be accomplished. 
i 
| The  agenda   include« sverai  problems connected with Ihe initiation, expansion and 
| improvement ol' the capabilities ol developing countries in engineering design. Among them are 

design  and  prototype building,  training in design,  organizing oí design  and  engineering 
¡ development, and defining  the iole of design centre« and other mean« of transferring the 
| techniques of design lo Ihe developing countries. In submitting these problems for discussion to 

you, who have come from developing and industriali/ed countries, we hope to illuminate Ihe 
{ problem from both sides. We hope lo learn about the difficulties thai «land in Ihe way of modern 
I engineering design in developing countries and to receive advice from Ihe expert« present from 

industrialized nation« a« to how these obstacles might tu- removed. 

J With us al Ibi« meeting are Ihe project managers who organized Ihe fir«l design centre» that 
I began their operations undei Ihe sponsorship of the UNDP Special I und. These project« were the 
< first organized effort« of I'NIIM) to in»pr«ive design capabilities within a specific industrial field. 
I We look forward to dismissing with these men their experiences and to receiving their advice at 
f first hand. 

I In case some of you would be interested in seeing the design department of a modern 
machine-tool factory, we have taken advantage of the generous invitation of Maschinenbau I kid 

* AC¡ in Stockerau to make «uch a visit possible for all participants who wish to make use of this 
i opportunity. 

¡ UNIIX) look« forward eagerly to the recommendation« thai you will make on the basis of 
E your  discussion«,   these  recomnuudations should  be oriented in three direction«: lo the 
i developing countries to the industrialized tonnine« and to UNIIXJ. They will be formulated by 
f y.'ur drafting committee and presented to you lor your approval toward the end of Ihe meeting. 
| The success of this meeting will depend on these recommendations a« one of Ihe most important 

and immediate results. I urge you, therefore, to keep these ultimale goal« in mind during your 
discussions. 

j The report of the meeting, together with your recommendations, will be submitted to the 
; I xecutive Director and will lie widely distributed in developing countries as an aid lor Ihe future 
i development of their engineering design capabilities. We hi pe also that you will form Ihe 
! vanguard by bringing our conclusions here to the attention of the appropriale government 

authorities and Ihe industrie» oí your countries. 

Statement by N. N. KrtNtiw. 
Technical Secretary of the meeting 

We have met here lo discuss important problem» connected with the promotion of 
engineering design capabilities in Ihe developing countries, and I hope that the meeting ut* this 
group oí expert« will make a valuable contribution lo the promotion and improvement of thin 
important line oí industry. 
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In many of Ine developed nations, the introduction of engineering design began «I a late 
»laie of industrialization, because more attention was given initially to problem* of bask 
manufacture. Only later did these countries understand the importance ol designing activities. 

The developing countries can benefit from the experience of the industrialized nalkin» by 
improving their indigenous design facilities simultaneously with their manufacturing proies», 
thereby reducing the lime lag in Iheir growth to full industrial capacity. 

Inevitably, in the early stages of development of a country, an industry must lean heavily 
on the developed nations to provide the means of production. However, as soon as centres of 
manufacture have been established, the developing country will feel a need for the introduction 
of new ideas or for modifications of existing equipment to suit national habits, custom« and 
circumstances. At this stage the developing country requires experienced designers. If such 
personnel have not been identified, trained and prepared be ¿"ore this stage is reached, its industry 
will inevitably continue to depend on the developed countries lor design work. 

I'NIIX) is ready to give technical assistance to such lounlrics by sending designers from the 
industrialized nations to train local personnel, as well as by establishing engineering 
design/development centres within the country. A few 11NIDO assisted centres are presently 
being established. Their purpose is to give attention to such problems as the coNcclion of 
technical information about new design and production and the standardization of industrial 
products. 

On behalf of I INI IX), I thank each of you for coming to this meeting, and I sincerely hop« 
that you will find it interesting and rewarding. 
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Computer graphics in engineering design and analysis 
byD. V.Aija 

Development of engineering design in Brazil 
by J. A. Frota 

engineering design capabilities in Tunisia 
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mmem STATUS OF OEOGN CAPAMUIKS 

IN SOME nCVtUlPING CXJUNTWCS 

The participants w bo came lo ihr meeting from developing areas were asicú »o report on 
the present statu* ol industrial design m their own countries. Some of their «tatémente ate 
summarized IH'IOW. 

If AM 

This country is tar enough along the road lo industrialization to have initiated an aircraft 
industry lite tirsi Brazilian bimotor aircraft, the Hadeirante, will go into production as soon a» 
two prototypes have been built and flown successfully, lite production facility, which IN 
government-owned, will also fabrícale certain Italian jets under licence. 

Although some pood design work lias been, and is Iving. done. Brazil is »till largely 
dependent upon foreign sources of technology. 

Since little precise information about industrial design in Brazil is available, it is inadvisable 
lo generalize jboui it. Nevertheless, the following can be presented with reasonable confidence. 

In Sâo Paulo. IP I' has developed several products ih.it have have gone into commercial 
production b> domestic industry. Some examples are foundry and powder metallurgy products. 

A design centre. IPO. lias been established in Sito losé dos Campos, in association with 
the Technological (.'entre for Aeronautics. Il comprises three departments: materials, electronics 
and standardization. 

Several centres for industrial development have been established in the northeastern pert of 
the country. They are basically concerned with the implantation and continued viability al' 
industry, but with some modifications and improvements, which are now being made, tome of 
them could be associated wiih design centres. A consistent and determined effort to identify and 
plan protects i>( strong interest to individual centres should be rewarding. 

In several of the constituent states of Brazil, a school of engineering is associated with a 
technological research institute. At present, most of these institutes function much like 
materials-testing laboratories, although some of them, notably IPT in Sâo Paulo, have 
established the conditions for becoming real design centres. In some canes, foreign co-operation 
could be helpful. 

The central Government is actively interested in these developments; problems related Io 
location, type of industrial support, specific purpose, financing, and recruitment and training of 
staff are the subtests of a series of consultations with experts. 
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The Peoples Republic »t Bulgaria is taking effective measures io speed up ils 
mdustruilization, notably in the production of chemicals und of electrical power, in rood and 
light industry, and in machine-building. In all ot these branches, special efforts are being made to 
meiwporale the latest developments in the fields of technology, automation and the organization 
ol production. Also, a policy of industrial concentration and specialization of production is being 
implemented. * 

Such all-round modernization of existing industry and the relatively immense scale of 
construction ot new industries in a country as small as Bulgaria has generated the need for a large 
mimber and great variety of devices for the automatic measurement, regulation and control of 
production processes. This equipment is needed noi only for domestic production facilities but 
»or plants built for export. To satisfy these demands, a series of ten plants specializing in the 
production ot these devices has already been built, and Bulgaria proposes to complete ten more 
such plants by 1975. 

In collaboration with UNIIK), Bulgaria has set up. in Sofia, its national capital, the 
l.kvlrical I ngineering Research and Design Institute. In order to ensure a maximum return on 
the assistance that it has requested, the Bulgarian Urn rnment has allotted this new institution a 
prime building site, approved the construction of a new and modern building for it, and is 
providing the means for equipping it with domestically produced machines. 

The following forms of assistance from INIDO are envisaged: 

The sending of experts, for periods of one or two years, assigned to the principal 
activities of the Institute to assist the Bulgarian specialists in organization and in 
scientific and technical control; 

Supplying the most important modern machines and appliances required for 
successful functioning of the Institute: 

Providing modern language-training equipment lor the use of the specialists. 

The last-mentioned of the above is of particular importance, since the number of Bulgarian 
specialists who have knowledge of Inglish, I rench or German is rather small, so that access to the 
technical literature in these languages is quite limited, although special courses have been 
organized to cope with the problem. 

By providing technical assistance and guidance to Bulgaria's burgeoning technical 
instrument industry, ¡he Institute is expected to permit substantial reduction of the country's 
imports of both raw materials and prefabricated , omponents, as well as to stimulate growth in 
related fields. 

With the end of the Second World War. the immediate problem that faced this country was 
that of industrial reconstruction; only after this immense task had been nearly completed could 
there be a change of emphasis to the design and production of consumers' goods. The production 
of machine tools is still regarded as the critical area of industry, but a number of foreign 
companies such as Grundig (federal Republic of Germany) have been permitted to set up 
production facilities in the country. Some research centres already have been established; the 
lime is now ripe for the development of design centres. 

india already has an appreciable technical instrument industry. Indeed, some ent^prise» 
marte! their products abroad. Some of the firms are long established, having been founded even 
twfere national independence was achieved in 1947; others were started more recently by new 
entrepreneurs who recognized a need and have endeavoured to satisfy it. 




